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Abstract 
 
This thesis identifies some key Considerations to be considered to create an efficient virtual 

private network and also investigates to understand some efficiency problems affecting the 

interchange of information in such networks. It then outlines some possible solutions to 

manage such problems.  

The ICT and the telecommunications have been advancing at a rapid rate. This has been seen 

in the exchange of information in virtual networks such as the social networks like Facebook, 

Skype, Google talk, Yahoo messenger, Twitter etc. The need for maximum security, privacy 

and cost effectiveness in different organizations, institutions and private sectors etc makes it 

useful and needful to have efficient virtual private networks.   

Understanding the problems affecting the information interchange in such networks and 

suggesting some probable solutions will both help the provider and the user. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Background 

A Computer Network is a set of computers that are connected and are able to exchange 

information (Lillian N. Cassel, Richard H. Austing, 2000). Simply, a Network is the group 

of computers connected together to share the resources. It as a group of inter-connected 

networks (internet) that appears as one large network to the user. Banyan Systems, creator 

of VINES, which stands for Virtual Networking System, defined virtual networking as 

"the ability for users to transparently communicate locally and remotely across similar and 

dissimilar networks through a simple and consistent user interface‖. (Virtual Networks at 

pcmag.com Definition, 2010) A network built up from Company Computers and leased 

telephone lines is called a Private Network. A Private network is said to be Virtual when 

they are merely an illusion, just as Virtual circuits are not real circuits and Virtual memory 

is not real memory (Andrew S. Tanenbaum, 2003) 

The first network was started by the ((Advanced Research Agency (ARPA) for United 

States defense Department, 1960`s). The Technology started changing from that time and 

according to the variation in Technology, advancements in Computer Networks have 

taken place. Some of the Organizations are extended over multiple geographical regions, 

so they prefer to have their own Network. These Organizations could actually deploy a 

stand-alone physical network-including router, links and a DNS infrastructure, that is 

completely separate from the public Internet. Such a particular Network, dedicated to 

particular Organization is called a Private Network. Even though private Networks are 

more flexible when compared to public Networks, they are very costly as the Organization 

needs to purchase, install, and maintain its own physical Network Infrastructure. This 

made the companies to adopt a new Network which provides the same performance as the 

private networks with low cost. This are called the Virtual Private Networks (VPN).Using 

the Virtual Private Networks, the Organizations inter-office traffic is sent over the public 

Internet rather than over a physical independent Network. Virtual Private Network creates 

a Network that is private, but Virtual. It is private because it guarantees privacy inside the 

Organization and it is Virtual as it does not use real private WAN‘s (Wide Area 

Networks).Virtual Private Network provides Privacy by using two techniques to guarantee 

privacy namely Encryption / Authentication and Tunneling. 

One common technique used to encrypt and authenticate in Virtual Private Network is 

IPSEC (IP Security).This IPSEC is designed by IETF (Internet Engineering Task Force), 

which provides security on a packet carried by the Internet. IPSec does not define the use 

of any specific encryption or Authentication.Instead it provides a framework and a 

mechanism; it leaves the selection of the encryption/authentication method to the user. To 

guarantee privacy for the Organization, Virtual Private Network defines each IP datagram, 

destined for private use in the Organization, must first be encrypted and then encapsulated 

in another datagram. 

 

 

http://www.google.se/search?tbo=p&tbm=bks&q=+inauthor:
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FIG 1-1 Virtual Private Networks 

Adapted by University of Tasmania (2007) 

 

One major requirement in the field of Business and Informatics is the Customer 

satisfaction. A customer satisfies only if the deployed product works efficiently and reaches 

his expectations. Informatics also deals with the computer science and Information 

Technology which studies about the configuration of Complex systems. Study of 

Information Interchange in a complex system like Virtual Private Network can also be 

considered as one of the fields of Informatics. Even though Virtual Networks has become 

very popular in the present day, it creates some sort of un-satisfaction in some of the 

Organizations in terms of understanding of the Technology when receiving the packet at the 

end side. Some Organizations are facing issues in controlling the availability and 

Performance of Virtual Private Networks. The equipment and Technology of Virtual 

Private Network comes from different places and they may work poorly together which 

cause frustrations while implementing it.  As a result when implementing a Virtual Private 

Network, the Organization should consider many important issues that increase the 

performance of its overall internal and external network in order to create user and 

customer satisfaction. The introduction of Virtual Private Network in an organization or 

any institution is also an integral part of the organizational paradigm shift and its 

reengineering process. 

Implementing virtual private networks: virtual private networks are mainly used in 

company infrastructures with strong authentication levels. Virtual private networks are 

based the different protocol strategies like TCP/IP. It mainly concentrates on how the 

encryption technology works and support to the virtual environment? Encryption is nothing 

but the conversion of original message to desired message which is called decryption. 

Decryption is just reverse of encryption technology. According to Steven Brown, ―Virtual 

private networks defined as an encrypted or encapsulated communication process that 

transfers data from one point to another point securely; and the data follows passes through 

an open, unsecured, routed network.‖ (Steven Brown, 1999) 

Virtual Private Network mainly covers four different areas such as Intranet, Remote access, 

Extranet and Intercompany Virtual private network. Main research focus is virtual networks 

efficiency on information interchange between information systems but implementation of 

virtual networks also could be a part of our research. When implementation of a network is 

not reached to certain expected functions then that results to bad effects on the network. 
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Virtual Organizations: 

It has become very significant that most of the organizations use information systems 

infrastructure to communicate with to achieve their goals. Many organizations started to 

adopt for virtual private networks for their organizational benefits. But the efficiency of 

information interchange in virtual private networks varies from one area to another area that 

makes drastic change in virtual networks usage in corporate environment. Advances in 

communication technologies have enabled organizations to acquire and retain such 

distributed structures by supporting coordination among people working from different 

locations. Despite the rapid increase in the number of organizations that are becoming 

distributed, little is known about the structure or performance of such organizations. (Brass, 

1985; Burkhardt & Brass, 1990) Virtual organization can be defined as a geographically 

distributed organization whose members are bound by a long-term common interest or goal, 

and who communicate and coordinate their work through information technology. (Maiju 

K. Abuja, Kathleen M. Charley, 2006) 

 

1.2 Statement of problem: 

Designing effective transnational organizations depends on the effective deployment of 

advanced information and communication technologies. Due to globalization, employees 

and business partners, researchers, students etc., have to be geographically and temporally 

distant from one another. Proper and effective interchange of information within a virtual 

network is an obvious option to overcome the limitation of spatial and temporal 

boundaries. However, interchange of information between these actors in different 

locations in virtual networks is pronged to efficiency problems. 

There are variations in network efficiency in different organizational virtual networks. 

The actors or users in different networks are also different. This might come from 

different factors since different responsibilities are done by different organizations. In the 

present day, many companies using Virtual Private Networks for different purposes. Some 

of them use large Virtual Private Networks and some uses small. Different factors have to 

be considered to create an effective and efficient virtual (private) network. The Virtual 

Private Network should be configured and implemented depending on its size and the 

usage. For instance the expectations of efficiency level in information interchange in 

virtual organizational networks in media and journalism might be different from that of a 

bank or an academic institution though they use the same concept.  

In any Virtual Private Network, the main requirement is the efficiency in Information 

Interchange. This differs from one network to another network. But according to the 

available Virtual Private Networks, some are very successful and some are facing 

efficiency issues. To solve these issues, what are the requirements to be considered while 

creating and implementing a Virtual Private Network for efficient performance? It is, 

however, important to identify the causes of these inefficiencies in different organizations 

virtual private networks in order to be able to suggest a solution for better performance of 

such virtual private networks in interchanging information. 

Almost every Organization is implementing a Virtual Private Network for their internal 

Information exchange. It may be a Research center, Multinational Company, a Hospital, a 

bank, a Military base or probably any government or private institution. These 

Organizations spend a lot of money to adopt this type of Network. But what if it fails after 
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its implementation, what if it fails to provide security, what if it delivers the information to 

the wrong destination. If we consider an example of Bank, the important requirement in 

bank‘s network is the Confidentiality of the customers Information. If confidentiality fails, 

it results in serious consequences hence the Virtual Private Network that is established for 

an Organization should be more efficient. This study gives a clear glance of the important 

key Considerations that should be considered to create an efficient virtual private network. 

 

1.3 Statement of Purpose 

The purpose of this research is to create an understanding for some key Considerations 

that are important to consider when creating an efficient virtual network and investigate 

(understand) the efficiency problems encountered by various organizations,  researchers 

and students, practitioners etc in interchanging information in virtual networks and 

suggest some possible solutions for managing these problems. We will also outline the 

benefits derived in collaboration in such networks and the possible areas that it could be 

implemented. 

 

1.4 Research Questions  

The main research question is what key Considerations should be considered to create an 

efficient virtual network? From the above main question we then ask the following sub –

questions.  

 What are the problems that affect the efficiency of a virtual network (virtual private 

network?). 

 Why are such problems caused? 

 How can such problems be managed or solved? 

 Does the system (virtual private network) achieve its purpose for implementation?  

The above research questions are to be considered in our thesis work? 

 

1.5 Target group: 

The primary target group in practice is the organization. In the academia, the major target 

group includes students, tutors, researchers, and Administrators etc. This is a major area 

which can be used by students or researchers to be in collaboration with other researcher 

to share knowledge for innovativeness and in co-designing systems. Managers of software 

developments, IT Project managers, IT Strategists, systems administrators etc. can benefit 

from it. In addition people under training who want to work in this sector can benefit from 

this thesis. IT infrastructure consultants and ICT service Consultants will also benefit from 

it as well.  

Information interchange takes place in different categories of virtual networks. Many 

sectors including organizational network in different sectors such as manufacturing, 
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banking or finance, academia, private sector, government institutions, defense and other 

security agencies, social networks benefit from virtual private networks etc. Typical 

examples is Studera network, The Swedish migration board new system of visa 

application, the UK visa application system with the world bridge in collaboration with 

the home office, the US visa application system and the Italian Telematic System of 

collection of data or exchange of information, Facebook, Skype, Google doc sharing, 

Google Talk, video conferencing etc. are all typical examples of information interchange 

in virtual networks.   

 

1.6 Delimitation 

There are some concepts or areas that are not exactly stated in our actual research plan. 

Technical part of the virtual networks is not the purpose of this thesis work. We are not 

going to the inner process of transferring information in virtual networks or Virtual 

Private Network. For example the algorithms involved in how the information is 

encrypted and decrypted.  

 

1.7 Expected outcome 

As the research aims to find key Considerations to create an efficient virtual network, the 

expected outcome of the network is to overcome the problems outlined above. There are 

some requirements to meet an efficient virtual network. After the research, it should be 

able to outline the setbacks in efficiency issues involved in information interchange in 

virtual networks and suggest possible ways for improvement or managing such problems.  

Security is one major issue to the end users while they interchange information between 

systems. When a network support for strong security policy, which is also one of the 

reasons for a good network. The network should be reliable where the place to avoid 

regular and continuous problems that may be based on configuration of the network or 

others. The virtual network should be flexible to the network manager to take over the 

network into his hands for flexible operation. It is common that a virtual network cost is 

very expensive. Virtual network cost should not be too expensive to the management. 

Cost may vary from network maintenance, telecommunication charges, and type of 

topology, network configuration and virtual network establishment expenses. 

 

1.8 Authors’ own experience and background 

Our background is in Computer Science. Having started a master program in informatics 

at the University of Borås, we have decided to take this research topic for this thesis. We 

have not previously gained much experience from stipend jobs in this field but have taken 

some courses in data communications and networking in our Bachelor degree programs. 

We have also read books and articles from journals from various research groups like 

Microsoft, ARCS, IBM, ACM and CISCO etc. networking in the field. This has made us 

develop an interest for this area of computing. The trend of information technology 
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especially the internet applications in virtual networking and its impact on globalization 

have created much interest for us in this field. 

1.9 STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS 
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Figure 1-9: Structure of Thesis 

2 RESEARCH DESIGN 

 

2.1 Research perspective       

Hermeneutic and positivistic research perspectives are mostly two main perspectives in a 

qualitative research. This research perspective gives room for opinions about something to be 

expressed. According to Taylor (1976), hermeneutic research perspective deals with a text or 

analogous data. It brings understanding and meaning out of a given text or event. 

The Hermeneutic perspective has overall importance with information interpretation or 

understanding with importance on the entirety (Goldkuhl, 1998).  

The positivistic perspective rather deals with numerical values hence the results out of this 

research perspective are deductive or inductive.  The constructive ontology of our 

comprehension is in accordance with the ontological aim of our thesis. The aim of our thesis 

is to find understanding and knowledge about the efficiency issues of virtual private networks 

with respect to information interchange. Our data collected is mainly text based and also 

through interviews or observations. 

The positivistic approach has some proportional or logical link from something to something 

else and it´s normally expressed in numeric terms.  

―Hermeneutics has to do with a theoretical attitude toward the practice of interpretation, the 

interpretation of texts, but also in relation to the experiences interpreted in them and in our 

communicatively unfolded orientations in the world‖ (Gadamer  1993[1981]  cited in  

ANNELLS M, 1996). 

Knowledge is created by building upon what others have done before. This is done by 

critically analyzing the work that others have done. This is related to the experiences of those 

in the field to reinforce what has been done which serve as a base for a new knowledge to be 

created. 

―Hermeneutics is about the theory and practice of interpretation, about the bringing of 

understanding into language. It was originally conceptualized as a practice of  understanding 

written texts; however, the perceived relevance of hermeneutics grew to include the 

interpretation of any meaningful social phenomenon including complex (multi-texted) social 

phenomena like historical traditions or one might add, (scientific research tradition‖ Pamela 

A. Moss (2005)  

 

As we have outlined in our statement of purpose above, the aim of the research is to find out 

some key Considerations to be considered to create an efficient virtual network  and  

understand (investigate) the efficiency problems uncounted during the interchange of 

information in a such networks. Based on this aim, some empirical work has to be done by 

getting the right data which will help us to understand or answer our research questions. 

By choosing Hermeneutic perspective we give a lot of additional preference to interpretation 

to the gathered data to get the right quality information (i.e. the meaning) for our discussion. 

This implies that there would not be the use of mathematical expressions since the data 
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obtained through interviews or observations will determine the results upon analysis by 

comparing the results from the different interviewees.  

The research mainly follows the Hermeneutic approach in a general view. We chose this 

approach because hermeneutic approach will make a deeper understanding for the different 

elements for presenting a big picture. This approach mainly concentrates on interpretation and 

comprehension rather than prediction (Andersen, 1994). 

It is important to note that only text information is insufficient to create knowledge 

interpretation, it is essential for it to be supported by empirical data through interviews, 

observations etc., the ideas and thoughts of people to create knowledge which acts as a goal 

needs to be checked. (Benediktsson, 1989, Christensen, 1994).  

 

A qualitative research approach was before the 1970´s used in the field of anthropology and 

sociology. In the 1970´s and 1980´s, qualitative research approach has been extended to other 

research fields such as education, social science, social work studies, information studies, 

management etc. (Becker H. S., 1996).  Qualitative research actually deals the behavior and 

the reason behind it. It investigates the how and why of decision making.  

 

Qualitative research uses a qualitative data which could be obtained through interviews, 

questionnaires etc.  Moreover, the intrinsic knowledge obtained from the empirical research is 

very important. Through a qualitative research approach, the writer or the researcher is able to 

make comparison of the various interviewees‘ answers and draw an inference from it. 

There are different paradigms of a qualitative research. This include the ethnographic 

research, the phenomenological, critical social research etc.    

The interpretative paradigm connotes that realities are subjective and socially subjective. 

―Contemporary qualitative research has been conducted from a large number of various 

paradigms that influence conceptual and meta-theoretical concerns of legitimacy, control, data 

analysis, ontology, and epistemology, among others. Research conducted in the last 10 years 

has been characterized by a distinct turn toward more interpretive, postmodern, and critical 

practices‖ (Answers.com saw on 27-02-2011) 

 

2.2 Research strategy    

We have identified different research methodologies such as the qualitative and the 

quantitative methods that could be used to achieve the desired purpose for different 

researches.  We think that looking at the purpose of the thesis; qualitative method will best fit 

this research purpose. 

According to Walsham (1995), the role of the theory in a researcher´s study, regardless of 

philosophical stance, is a key question. The research strategy is used as a guide to design and 

data collection. 

Observational research is the gathering of primary data by observing relevant people, actions, 

and situations. Observational research can be used to obtain information that people are 

unwilling or unable to provide. In some cases, observation may be the only way to obtain the 

needed information. We choose Observational research strategy as we need to observe the 

http://www.answers.com/topic/paradigm
http://www.answers.com/topic/data-analysis
http://www.answers.com/topic/data-analysis
http://www.answers.com/topic/ontology
http://www.answers.com/topic/epistemology
http://www.answers.com/topic/interpretivism
http://www.answers.com/topic/postmodernism
http://www.answers.com/topic/critical-theory
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people, talk to them and learn their situations and actions (Marketing Research by reference 

for business, 2010). 

As we need to investigate and observe the problems that affect the efficiency of virtual 

networks (virtual private networks), we preferred to do research by investigation and 

observing. As our research question is to identify the key Considerations that are to be 

considered to create an efficient Virtual Network, it is worth investigating and observing the 

people who are already using and facing the efficiency problems in the Virtual Private 

Networks. 

We consulted many people who are currently working with this Technology and who have 

experience in solving the problems that are identified during the information interchange in 

virtual private networks. 

In this thesis, we have performed both theoretical and empirical research. Both parts are 

important for our research. 

The theoretical and empirical parts in our thesis are dependent on each other as the results 

obtained from both the parts are analyzed through comparative approach. The theoretical part 

gives a solid foundation to the technical terms of VPN to the User and the Empirical part 

gives different opinions from different people who are working with in this VPN field.  Both 

the Theoretical and Empirical parts are important for our research. Without the Theoretical 

research we can‘t get a base start and we would not able to know why VPN should be used 

and implemented. Based on the knowledge obtained from the Theoretical part one can use 

empirical part which helps to move forward and find solutions to the sub-questions. 

 

2.3  Data collection 

Since the data for the analysis are both dependent on the theoretical study and the empirical 

study, we put them into two groups of data collection namely theoretical data collection and 

empirical data collection. 

1. The data collection for the theoretical study.  

For theoretical study we have followed the following data collection procedure: 

 University of Borås library: Information put in the university of Borås library in 

collaboration with the Swedish National library and some other libraries in the 

other EU. 

 Internet source: As the internet is the largest source of information reserves, we 

used it to gather important and concrete information. 

 Articles and journals written by both professionals and academicians were 

reviewed to collect data or information. 

 The virtual reference library was also a valuable source of information for our 

theoretical study. 
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2. The data collection for the empirical study.  

In carrying out the empirical study the following data collection procedures were taken 

into consideration.    

 Interviews: Interaction with those in an organizational virtual network 

environment was made for data/information collection for our work. 

 Interviews with Practitioners in the organizational networking field from different 

areas were made. 

 Observations. This is another mode by which we got data for our work. 

 

2.4 Data Analysis procedure 

The analysis should be a structured data collection, and it should be obtained by continuous 

data collection (Backman, 1998). The collected literature was analysed based on a part of our 

problem description. 

We have identified different Key considerations by taking the different parts of information 

exchange in VPN. We have identified different steps taking from establishing the VPN to the 

implementing and using the Virtual Private Network in an Organization. There are different 

sectors in a VPN development and implementation process, where these are important in 

identifying the key considerations of Virtual Private Networks. We choose the key 

considerations according to this development process taking from Hardware configuration 

while developing the VPN to the connectivity problems which arise while implementing these 

VPN‘s.  

The analysis procedure contains a series of steps as follows, 

- Sort the collected data accordingly for the purpose of analysis. 

- Remove the unwanted data from the sorted one‘s. 

- Check the data if it is ready for the analysis, i.e check if adding or removing the data is 

needed. 

- Compare the obtained analysis report with the research questions and check if they are 

answered by this analysis i.e., in our thesis did the Key considerations fulfilled or not? 

- From the obtained analysis, conclusions are made. 

 

By comparative approach we would like to compare the obtained results from both the 

theoretical and the empirical studies. We consider the Theoretical and empirical results for the 

comparative approach. 
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2.5 Strategies for Validating Findings 

It is really very important that the quality of the information that we have developed is good. 

This means that the knowledge should be trustful and that it creates value for the chosen 

target group. We have tried to secure this through using the evaluation criteria from the 

University College of Boras and the author Brymans criteria. The criteria from the university 

college of Boras are for students that write essays at the school of business and informatics. 

(IDA-informatik; Bryman, 2002)* 

These are the criteria that we use for the evaluation of our thesis: 

 Reliability means that the connection between theoretical conclusions and 

observations should be good. 

 The result of the study should be transferable to other areas of research and 

science. 

 The study should be reliable, i.e. it should have been concluded with a scientific 

approach. 

 The researcher should be objective and not consciously be affected by personal 

values or theoretical alignments that will affect the result or the execution of the 

study. 

 The study should give an adequate true description of the different views and 

conceptions that arises from the empirical case study that was performed, Bryman 

(2002). 

 There should be consistency in the empirical results from different sources. 

 

2.6 Result Presentation Method  

Every researcher has different ways to present their research results according to their 

convenience. In our thesis, one way is to present the results in the text form and if possible 

with diagrams. The ideas of solutions might be presented in a diagrammatic view which 

makes it easy to the readers. The research based on the theoretical concepts and some of the 

realistic views of virtual private networks to overcome present problems for an efficient 

virtual organizational network. After studying the relevant concepts of virtual networks, with 

the proper data as gathered text and diagrams, the research results are dependent. The result 

presentation of the research will be in accordance with the research questions and the research 

strategies. There might be different ways to present this research results but following our 

research strategies the results will be presented in text format with tables and diagrams if 

possible.  
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3 THEORETICAL STUDY 

 

3.1 Key concepts 

1 COMPUTER NETWORK:  

A Computer Network is a set of computers that are connected and able to exchange 

information. (Lillian N. Cassel and Richard H. Austing, 2000) 

 

2 VIRTUAL PRIVATE NETWORK: 

A Network that uses a public network‘s infrastructure to make the connections among 

geographically dispersed nodes, instead of using cables owned or leased exclusively for one 

single Network‘s use (Dennis Fowler, 1999) 

 

3 VIRTUAL ORGANIZATIONS: 

A virtual organization or company is one whose members are geographically apart, usually 

working by computer e-mail and groupware while appearing to others to be a single, unified 

organization with a real physical location. (Virtual Organization at Whatis.com definition, 

2005) 

 

4 AUTHENTICATION: 

Authentication is the process of determining whether someone or something is, in fact, who or 

what it is declared to be. (Virtual Organization at Whatis.com definition, 2005) 

 

5 MANPOWER: 

Power in terms of people available or required for work or military service: the manpower of 

a country. (Manpower at dictionary.com) 

 

6 OVER-LOAD: 

A load on a structure in excess of that for which it was designed. (Overload at Answers.com) 

 

7 USER-FRIENDLY:  

Easy for user to understand and execute without extensive training. (User-friendly at 

Answers.com) 

8 EFFICIENCY: 

The power or capacity to produce a desired result. (Efficiency at Answers.com). 
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3.2 Subject areas relevant for the research 

The following include the various key Considerations that we are considering in our thesis 

work. We briefly consider the entire topic from various perspectives. This includes. 

The object, the process and the medium: We access information as an object, interchange as a 

process and virtual networks as a medium. 

i. The object: Information 

ii. The process: Information Interchange (Communication)  

iii. The medium: Virtual networks or (Virtual private networks). 

From the above categorization of the topic we classify our subject areas as follows. 

3.5 The object:  Information 

3.6 The Process: Information Interchange (Communication) 

3.7    The Medium: Virtual Networks  

3.8 Identification of efficiency problems (or problems affecting the exchange of     

information in vn or vpn)  

3.9 The cyberspace 

3.10 Collaborations in Virtual Networks 

3.11 Application areas of vn (vpn) 

3.12 DeLone & McLean – Proc. Virtualization theory 

3.13 Summary and of the theoretical findings  
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THE STRUCTURE FOR THE THEORETICAL STUDY 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3-2: Structure of Theoretical study 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE THERETICAL STUDY 

The above structure illustrates the theoretical study of our thesis. The various entities in the 

diagram depict the subject areas and how they are interconnected.  There are nine different 

chapters. 

THE OBJECT: INFORMATION: 

Information is what exchanged in the virtual network/virtual private network. 

The authors consider information from various angles such as the meaning (Definition) of 

information, the categorization of information, information quality, information infrastructure, 

confidentiality of information, information security, information security management. 

THE PROCESS: INFORMATION INTERCHANGES (COMMUNICATION): 

We consider information interchange as a communication which is a process that takes place 

between two or more entities. Under this chapter we consider different sub-topics such as 

definition, structure and types of communication. 

THE MEDIUM: VIRTUAL NETWORKS/VIRTUAL PRIVATE NETWORKS: 

Virtual network/Virtual private network is considered as a medium in which exchanged 

information.  Different sub-topics such as definition of a VPN, IPSec, the necessary 

components with a virtual private network, testing a virtual private network, development 

cycle of virtual private network, are using virtual organization, architecture, virtual private 

network aspect on security threats. 

IDENTIFICATION OF EFFICIENCY PROBLEM WITH INFORMATION 
INTERCHANGE: 

We find out the different areas of efficiency problems affecting the exchange of information 

in virtual networks (virtual private networks).  Sub-topics under this section include 

connectivity problems, authentication errors, and compatibility problems. 

CYBER-SPACE IN VIRTUAL NETWORKS/VIRTUAL PRIVATE NETWORKS: 

We consider cyber-space from two different points of view which include cyber 

constructivism and cyber destructibility. 

THE APPLICATION AREAS OF VPN: 

We consider the virtual organization and virtual teams as application areas. 

 

DELONE & MCLEAN – PROC. VIRTUALIZATION THEORY: 
This section is a combination of two different theories from different authors. We consider 

these two important theories in the light of our topic under discussion with respect to 

information, information interchange and the entire virtual process. 
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SUMMARY FOR THE THEORETICAL FINDINGS: 

This section summarise the theoretical findings with respect to our research questions.  

ARGUMENT FOR THE EMPIRICAL STUDY: 

The final sub-topic under the third chapter uses the theoretical findings as a foundation to 

argue for the empirical study.  

 

3.3 Previous research 

Different authors have made research into this field. One of the researchers in this field 

includes Ann Lind, university of Borås. Her research focus in this area of virtual networks is 

about creating a solution sharing network in collaboration and co-design where different 

systems developers could share knowledge to build an efficient system. Keywords in her 

paper include virtual society, social constructivism, collaboration, co-design, activity theory 

and human activity system. ―The advent of virtual delivery models: ‗Cloud-sourced‘ health 

information exchange is emerging as a low-cost, scalable and highly networked solution‖ ( 

Relay Health Group). 

BR Gaines, D.H. Norrie, and A.Z. Lapsley, university of Calgary, Calgary Alberta, Canada 

have also written on this research topic working on the Mediator: an intelligent information 

system supporting the virtual manufacturing enterprise. 

Some prominent authors in this field include Charlie Scott and Paul V., Dennis Fowler, 

Gilbert Held, Oleg Kolesnikeov, Brain Hatch, Mark J. Newcomb, Casey Wilson Peter 

Microsoft Research area, this is another area of the Microsoft research group. 

―Microsoft Conference-XP integrates recent advances in high-performance audio, video, and 

network technologies to seamlessly connect multiple, distant participants in a rich, immersive 

environment for distance conferencing, instruction, and collaboration. Conference-XP 

provides an extensible foundation for interactive collaborative environments and serves as a 

research platform for designing and implementing distance conferencing and learning 

applications. 

Conference-XP is an initiative of Microsoft Research. We are exploring how to make 

advanced collaboration, multi-institutional instruction, and distance learning a compelling, 

rich experience by assuming the availability of emerging and enabling technologies, such as 

high-bandwidth networks, high resolution displays, Tablet PCs, and the advanced features in 

Windows XP and Windows Vista‖. 

Other previous research includes Australian Research Collaboration Service, ARCS. This is 

also one of the prominent research groups in this field. They work in collaboration with 

different Australian institutions, government departments and organizations. 
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3.4 Relevant literature sources 

This is very important aspect of our thesis work. We consulted different literature source. This 

includes various articles put in ACM digital library, virtual reference library, the Safari on 

line books, Google eBooks, GUPEA, IEEE digital library, LIBRIS, Science Direct, Sage, 

Blackwell synergy – Se Wiley on line library etc. 

We also used books like the Implementing virtual private networks by Steven Brown which 

have detailed basic information about virtual private networks. 

One of the interesting resource we found is ―Inter-Organizational information system in the 

internet age, by sean B. Eom (2008)‖. One of our main research literature resources is 

―Implementing Virtual Private Networks, By Steven Brown (2001)‖. This book contains clear 

information of how the Virtual Private Networks are implemented, how the effective 

connection is established between the two systems. Other on line books include 

It contains the information about the Security management in Virtual Private Networks, which 

includes the information of encryption, decryption, secure communication and authentication. 

This is really good source for the one who is really new to the Virtual private Networks field.  

One of other literature resource we found is ―Virtual Private Networks for Dummies, By 

Mark Merkow‖. This source contains information which is divided into several clear parts and 

described in such a way that a reader can understand the text even though he is new to this 

field. It contains key information about, Applying the Virtual private network in real world, 

Designing, evaluating, and selecting Virtual Private Network, Extranets, Internets, and testing 

the Virtual Private Network. This book helped us to get the information about the Virtual 

Private Network structure and process of information exchange. 

 

3.5 INFORMATON:  

3.5.1 DEFINITION: 

Michael K. Buckland (1991) defines Information as a thing, as knowledge or as a process.  

―Information is what is transmitted during communication that may create a meaning‖ 

By Prof. Dr. Bertil Lind`s course literature for human information system (2010) 

Information: It is what we define to be.  Dictionary definitions of information typically 

describe information in terms of communication, data, message, facts, knowledge, 

interpretation, and understanding (Aiken P.H, 1996). According to Floridi, ―many analyses 

have converged on a General Definition of Information (GDI) as a semantic content in terms 

of data + meaning‖.  Information is, according to GDI, meaningful, well-formed data- if the 

meaningfulness, the well-formedness, or the data is lacking, we cannot talk about a piece of 

information. (Blackwell Publishing Ltd, 2004) 

In any Virtual private Network the main reason of its usage is the Object, which is the 

Information exchange or data transmission. There are several key Considerations like 

Confidentiality, Information quality, Information security and management 
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As is known to all, information, substance and energy are three greatest main factors which 

constitute realistic world. In practice, the concept of information is generally used in human‘s 

daily life and economic activities, in the implementation of culture, politics, military affairs 

and technology, in the theoretical discussion of social science, natural science, life science 

and non-life science, in concrete science and highly generalized philosophy. 

―The concept of information is one of the extremely deep and generally applicable among the 

few important concepts in modern science‖. ―Information is also a concept whose essence 

hasn‘t been completely revealed by modern science‖. Dong-sheng Miao also states: ―It is hard 

to give an ordinary definition of information currently‖. 

The definition of information is as follows:  

(1) Information is uncertainty of being eliminated (Shannon, 1948). 

(2) Information is thing‘s variation degree (Ashby, 1965). 

(3) Information is the sequence of system structure.  

(4) Information is the attribute that thing reflected (Chang-Lin Liu, 1985) 

(5) Information is the particularity that thing reflected (Chen-Guang Lu, 1989) 

All the manifestation forms (such as the image, voice, data and etc.) that reflected the thing‘s 

innate characters are called by a joint name as information, the information is divided into 

source information and destination information: the former refers to the information 

transmitted outward from the source, while the information transmitted to the receiving 

system by the channel is called destination information. The source information is a thing‘s 

inherent property, latent in the thing‘s inner parts and can be outward transmittable, so it is 

named potential information as well. The destination information is the result of human‘s 

observation on the objective things, and is the expression or display of potential information, 

so it is named display information. The information that human can understand, master and 

reflect the thing‘s essence is the only result obtained from observation, can but be display 

information, namely destination information. Moreover the destination information is based 

on the source information; otherwise it will become water without a source, or a tree without a 

root. (Qing-yin Wang, Zhi-yong Liu, 2001) 

Lenin says in Materialism and Experience Criticism that ―Substance is the philosophical 

category that indicates the objective existence. This kind of objective reality felt by people, 

exists and does not depend on our feeling, and is copied, photographed, reflected by our 

feeling". It can help us to comprehend its connotation. Here, ―objective reality felt by the 

people‖, just explains the existence of the thing‘s internal source information, which can emit 

outward under the function of energy. The information copied, photographed, reflected by 

people‘s observation is just the destination information after the emergence of source 

information. 

Xiao-wei Ou in his Whole Information Economics says, ―Latent information is the 

information that can only function behind the curtain with virtual form and that is not 

reflected by such carriers as the material and energy‖, ―displayed information is the 

information placed in the opposite state with latent information‖. 
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3.5.2 CATEGORIZATION OF INFORMATION (TYPES OF INFORMATION) 
(University of Georgia, 2011) 

In general, the information is classified into following categories, 

 SENSITIVITY 

NEED FOR 

CONFIDENTIALITY 

OR INTEGRITY 

CRITICALITY 

 

Requires more protection Sensitive Critical 

Requires Protection Internal High-Priority 

Requires less Protection Public Supportive 

Table 1: Categories of Information 

I. SENSITIVITY CATEGORIES: 

1. Sensitive information: 

Sensitive Information requires the highest level of security and privacy protection. In some 

cases, protection may be mandated by federal or state regulations (e.g. FERPA, HIPAA, and 

GLBA) or required by contractual agreement (PCI-DSS). Confidentiality and integrity of this 

information must be rigorously protected. 

Examples of Sensitive Information 

 Social security numbers, and other identifying numbers 

 Student records and prospective student records 

 Patient health information and employee insurance information 

 Credit card numbers, P-Card numbers, and other PCI data 

 Employee ID Number 

2. Internal Information: 

Internal information is intended for use by Institution only. Confidentiality of this information 

is preferred, but information generally can be made available to the public by open records 

request. The information is very valuable to the institution, so integrity of the information 

should be rigorously protected. 

Examples of Internal Information 

 Employee information such as performance evaluations 

 Employee time records 

 Internal e-mail and other such correspondence 

 Most internally produced documents 

 Internal accounting information 

https://infosec.uga.edu/sate/canthessn.php
http://askuga.uga.edu/default.asp?id=1401
https://infosec.uga.edu/sate/ugaid.php
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 Student records that are NOT personally identifiable and used by authorized agents for 

purposes of research, trending, etc. 

3. (Unrestricted) Public Information: 

Public information is intended for public consumption or has no need for confidentiality. Still, 

the information is valuable to the university and the information needs to be accurate, so steps 

should be taken to assure the integrity of the information. 

II. CRITICALITY CATEGORIES:  

1. Critical Information: 

Critical Information has the highest need for availability. If the information is not available 

due to downtime, deletion, destruction, etc., the University's functions and mission would be 

impacted. Availability of this information must be rigorously protected. 

Examples of Critical Information 

 E-mail or other central communications 

 Student Records 

 Emergency notification systems 

 Research computing information 

2. High-priority Information: 

Availability of information is necessary for departmental function and must be protected. If 

information is unavailable for long periods of time, there may be impact to University-wide 

function. 

Examples of High-priority Information 

 Departmental business records 

 Backup source of critical information 

 Departmental work flow 

3. Supportive Information: 

Supportive information is necessary for day-to-day operations, but is not critical to the 

University's or to a Department/Unit/College's mission or core functions. This information 

requires the less protection. 

Examples of Supportive Information 

 Departmental information 

 Course materials 

 Meeting minutes 

 Workstation-level images and backups 
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3.5.3 CONFIDENTIALITY OF INFORMATION 

Confidentiality is one of the important roles in information exchange of any network. 

Confidentiality is nothing but nowadays it is easy to exchange information but there are lots 

of drawbacks in confidentiality of information due to the poor efficiency of network.  We 

consider how confidential information. There are different types of information that is 

exchanged in a virtual network such as public information and private message based on users 

requirements. Confidentiality protects the privacy of information being exchanged between 

communicating parties. Towards this end, every Virtual Private Network solution provides 

encryption of some sort.  

Confidentiality of Information is defined in ISO/IEC-17799 as ―ensuring that information is 

accessible only to those authorized to have access‖. Confidentiality is not only including 

―those who have authorized access‖, but also some kind of restriction to information flow. (P. 

Bieber and F. Cuppens, 1993). The concepts Authorization, Entitlement, and Permission are 

often used as synonyms in the daily language, but they are in fact quite different concepts 

from a normative and security point of view. Saying that somebody is authorized to do 

something means that somebody else, with the power to do so, has decided to grant this 

individual the ability to do such a thing. Let us consider the following example, to show how 

the above three concepts are intertwined in a confidentiality policy. If a subject is authorized 

to access a source containing information stipulated to be confidential by a confidentiality 

norm, then the subject is not entitled to access such information unless it is permitted by the 

normative system. If the subject accesses such information, there is a violation of 

confidentiality, which might be caused by different reasons: (i) the information should not 

have been stored in the source, (ii) the authorization was inappropriate since the source was 

susceptible of containing confidential information. (Johs Hansen Hammer and Gerardo 

Schneider, 2007) 

 Confidentiality is the concept of:  

1) Ensuring that information is accessible for reading, listening, recording or physical removal 

only to subjects entitled to it. 

2) Subjects only read or listen to the information to the extent permitted. 

A subject may be a person, a process or an organization. (Johs Hansen Hammer and Gerardo 

Schneider, 2007). 

 

3.5.4 INFORMATION INFRASTRUCTURES 

The national infrastructure of every nation is one very important factor to determine either her 

economic growth or standard of living. The world has been advancing at a rapid rate in 

telecommunication and information technology in the 21th century. This could be seen from 

the advancement in the information infrastructures in the IT/IS sector. The efficiency of 

information interchange in virtual networks depends much upon the information infrastructure 

in the network. Different organizations deal with different kinds of data. Interchanging this 

information requires them to have quality information infrastructures to produce high quality 

and performance of one‘s activities. ―The breakdown of traditional boundaries that the new 

vision of global networking represents may be perceived along a number of dimensions. 
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Global networks combine information formats (print/voice/image), scope of audience 

(broadcast/individual), nature of communication (public/private), transmission technologies 

(synchronous or interactive/asynchronous), and communication purpose (socializing, 

knowledge exchange, entertainment, business, etc.) in new and complex ways‖ Philip Doty 

and Ann P. Bishops (1999). 

―It is important to remember that NII/NREN is to be primarily a logical and social entity an 

―internetwork of autonomous logical networks-not a single centrally managed network‖ 

(Kahin, 1992b, p. 6)-to be supported by distributed computing, particularly the client/server 

model, where computing power, data acquisition devices, data, peripheral equipment, and 

software are often distant from each other. It is not to be a particular wire in the ground nor 

any other particular kind of technology; rather it is to be an integrated suite of resources, 

services, and functions which will run largely on fiber leased from telephone companies, as 

well as on other kinds of technologies‖  Philip Doty and Ann P. Bishops (1999) 

It is important to note that successful implementation and management of virtual 

organizations depends largely on its information infrastructures. For instance in the large 

organizations  such as the interlibrary system, military which has its branches in different 

geographical locations where large amount of data or information has to be exchanged 

frequently in a secured manner needs to have high quality information infrastructures. Troy J. 

As the organizational leaders realize the importance of improving or investing in the IT 

artifacts within the organization, they thereby realize a pathway to value creation and 

efficiency. 

Strader, Fu-Ren Lin and Michael J. Shaw (1998), in their article, Information infrastructure 

for electronic virtual organization management, published by Elsevier Science B.V.  Discuss 

how Inter Intranet technologies can form a feasible information infrastructure for the support 

of virtual organization management, while also illustrating what performance gains can be 

expected.  

―By harnessing four key innovation forces, IT leaders in information management can deliver 

value in increasingly rapid and powerful ways. Doing so will position those more effectively 

to support their organizations' return to growth‖ Gartner Analysts Explore Innovation Forces 

in Information Infrastructure (Oct.2010)    (Ted Friedman, a vice president in Gartner 

Research) 

 
Figure 3-5 Information infrastructures 

Adapted from Digital World Tokyo (2011) 
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THE ATTACKS OR THREATS AND COUNTER MEASURES TO THE IT 

INFRASTRUCTURE IN VIRTUAL NETWORKS: 

There are several vulnerabilities and threats to IT infrastructures in virtual networks. 

It is expedient to tackle such Attacks or Treats to the IT infrastructure in virtual network order 

to create an efficient service. 

It is expedient to take into consideration the IT information infrastructure since they are 

vulnerable to treats or attacks.  

―The development of any methodology to counter threats to an information infrastructure will 

need to begin by enumerating all the targets and the means of attack that might be used 

against them‖ into consideration the IT information infrastructure since they are vulnerable to 

treats‖, Jeffrey L. Duffany (2007)  

 

First there is the need to identify or enumerate the various attacks to the information 

infrastructure in order find the counter measure solution to such treats. 

Below includes some of the identified attack which can attack the infrastructure of the virtual 

private network. 

Threats to Information infrastructure 

e-mail spam Adware Theft of Services 

OS vulnerabilities Spyware Equipment theft 

Software pirating Keyboard loggers Information theft 

Virus worms bacteria Pop-up windows Information modification 

Vulnerability 

scanners 

Browser hijacking or 

Redirecting 

Information disclosure 

Personal data Trojan and Dialers Information Destruction 

Social engineering Password reset Credit Card Information 

Spoofing Network scanners Proprietry information 

Table 2: Threats to Information Infrastructure 

Jeffrey L. Duffany (2007) 

 

―For each threat, the vulnerability is defined as the probability that an attack will be 

successful given that the attack is attempted‖ Jeffrey L. Duffany (2007) 

There must be a possible counter measure against each treat 

Below come some counter measures to threats to Information infrastructures. 
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Counter measures to the threats to Information Infrastructures. 

Spam filters 

 

Virus Detection Virus 

quarantine/removal 

 

Virus repair  software Registry checkers Encryption 

 

Browser based fireware Pop-up blockers Ip address blockning 

 

e-mail address blocking Os reinstallation OS security patches 

 

Os hardening Secure linus and Solaris Password policies 

 

Access policies Network  Fireware Hardware 

 

Software 

 

Bastion Servers Honeypot servers 

 

proxy servers Intrusion Detection Head of Network 

security 

 

IT staff Network Security Head of network 

security 

 

Outside consultants Staffing training Employee training 

 

Security policies Auditing and 

compliance 

 

Network Address 

Translation 

 

Table 3: Counter Measures to threats to Information Infrastructures 

Jeffrey L. Duffany (2007) 

 

 

 

3.5.5 INFORMATION SECURITY AND MANAGEMENT 

Information security means incessantly maintaining the information‘s confidentiality (make 

sure that the information can only be accessible to authorized people), integrality (ensure the 

information and its disposal methods to be accurate and integral), and usability (make sure 

that those authorized people can get the information and use the related resources when 

needed). (Yu Xiaoping, 2000). 

Information security management means maintaining the controlled message, and protecting 

information‘s usability, dependability, accuracy, time limitation and broadcast, in order to 

prevent it from leaking and destroying involuntarily or deliberately. It consists of technical 

management and administration management. The former one mainly include network 

security management, privacy equipment management and password management, while the 

latter one mainly include security organization, responsibility and supervision, affair 

operation security and regulations, personnel security management, education, rewards and 

punishment, and emergency plan as well as measures. It is self-evident that information 

security and information security management are very important. Nowadays, the network 
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digital system has already been the basic facility for all walks of life, and it supports almost 

all kinds of fields‘ work. For military affairs, ―controlling power of information‖ has already 

been the important element to win the information war. Without controlling power of 

information, communication network would be attacked, chain of command would be 

paralyzed, top-secret material would be stolen, and the troops would turn to be ―blind‖ and 

―deaf‖ people who would only be beaten passively, and no chance to win. The Gulf War, 

Kosovo War and Iraq War would be good evidence for this. Practice shows that most security 

problems are caused by poor management. (Wang Yiqun, Li Pengcheng, Zhang Li, 2007). ―It 

depends 30% on techniques while 70% on management.‖ If techniques are the key, then 

management would be the core. We must stick to both techniques and management, so as to 

minimize the information security risk under the network environment. (Liu Qingguo, Zhang 

Wei, 2009). 

 

3.5.6 INFORMATION QUALITY 

Over the last decade, the importance of information quality (IQ) is ever more recognized 

among practitioners and academics. It has developed beyond the traditional view of IQ as a 

synonym for data accuracy. Wang and Strong (1996) note that in order to improve data 

quality in an organization, a multidimensional view of the concept must be taken. (Mouzhi 

Ge, Markus Helfert, 2009). When we talk about interchange if information we cannot neglect 

the quality aspect of it. Where data or audio or text files are being interchanged in 

electronically or virtually, for instance the inter library system, the quality of the information 

cannot be overlooked. The quality of information that one has determines much the success of 

every project for example when it comes to managing a large or complex project. In military 

for instance every movement is calculated strategically based on the availability of the 

information given. 

Each year companies are spending hundreds of thousands of dollars in data cleansing and 

other activities to improve the quality of information they use to conduct business. The hidden 

cost of bad data– lost opportunities, low productivity, waste, and myriads of other 

consequences - is believed to be much higher than these direct costs. One study estimates this 

combined cost due to bad data to be over U$30 billion in year 2006 alone. As business 

operations rely more and more on computerized systems, this cost is bound to increase at an 

alarming rate. Information quality (or data quality) has been an integral part of various 

enterprise systems such as master data management, customer data integration, and ETL 

(extraction, transform, and load). We are witnessing trends of renewed awareness and efforts, 

both in research and practice, to address information quality collectively as an independent 

value in enterprise computing. International organizations such as EPC Global and the 

International Standardization Organization (ISO) have recently launched working groups to 

study and possibly introduce standards that can be used to define, assess, and enhance 

information quality throughout the supply chain. (Sang-goo Lee, 2007) 

Integrity of information also plays an important role for Information quality. Integrity ensures 

that information being transmitted over the public Internet is not altered in any way during 

transit. Virtual Private Networks typically use one of three technologies to ensure integrity. 

This Integrity can be achieved by any of the three approaches, One-way Hash functions, 

Message-Authentication Codes (MACs) and Digital Signatures. 
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3.6  INFORMATION INTERCHANGE (COMMUNICATION): 

 

3.6.1 DEFINITION: 

When Business and Professional people are asked to define Communication, they often 

respond like this:  

―Communication‖ is a process of transferring thoughts and ideas from one person to another. 

This definition acknowledges that communication is a process (Which means it is ongoing), 

and it includes the idea of communicating our thoughts and ideas to others. However, the 

words ―transferring‖ and ―from one person to another‖ inaccurately imply that 

Communication is like pouring liquid from a pitcher. (Avcheryl Hamilton, 2008)  

Michael Buckland (1991) views information as a process. This is interpreted as a 

communication 

As Communication scholar David Berlo (1960) once noted, ―Communication does not consist 

of the transmission of meaning. Meanings are not transferable. Only messages are 

transmittable, and meanings are not in the message, they are in the message-user.‖ (Avcheryl 

Hamilton, 2008)  

A more accurate definition of Communication is defined as ―To make common to many; to 

share‖ (The Oxford English Dictionary, Vol. 11, 1989). According to this definition, when 

people communicate, they express their ideas and feelings in a way that is understandable 

(common) to each of them. Each person has a direct effect on the other person and on 

subsequent communication. Therefore, Communication is the process of people sharing 

thoughts, ideas, and feelings with each other in commonly understandable ways. (Avcheryl 

Hamilton, 2008) 

Communication is ―The management of messages with the objective of creating meaning‖ 

(Griffin, 2005). 

The important reason to use Virtual Private Network is for communication. It should be able 

to satisfy the requirements. The communication includes the sending and receiving 

information from one source to other destination. Here we are not concerned with the data 

that is transferred, but it is important to send or receive the data in a secured way which can 

be done by Virtual Private Networks. As the Virtual private Network Communication 

contains different technical issues, we are not considered about all of them. But to start an 

effective communication, we need to have a well-established system on both sides. 

 

3.6.2 THE STRUCTURE OF COMMUNICATION:  

The structure of communications consists of eight major components, which are as follows, 

(AvLarry A. Samovar, Richard E. Porter, Edwin R. McDaniel, 2009) 

 SENDER: The individual or group originating the message. A sender is someone with 

a need or desire, be it social work, or information driven, to communicate with others. 
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To fulfill this motivation, the sender formulates and transmits the message via a 

channel to the receiver(s). 

 MESSAGE: Consists of the information that the sender wants to understand-what is 

used to create meaning. Meaning can take the form of verbal or nonverbal behaviors. 

 CHANNEL: Message that may be a verbal or nonverbal are encoded and transmitted 

via a channel to the receiver. 

 RECEIVER(s): Receiver is intended recipient of the message and the locus, where the 

meaning is created. Because the receiver interprets the message and assigns a 

meaning, which may or may not be what the receiver intended, communication is 

often characterized as receiver based. 

 RESPONSE: After interpreting the message and assigning a meaning, the receiver will 

formulate a response. This is the action taken by the receiver as a result of meaning he 

or she assigns to the message.  

 FEEDBACK: This is an important component of communication related to, yet 

separate from, the response. Feedback allows us to evaluate the effectiveness of a 

message. 

 ENVIRONMENT: Every communicative interaction takes place within a physical and 

contextual environment. The physical environment refers to the location where the 

communication occurs, such as a classroom, coffee shop, business office or a 

nightclub. The contextual or social environment is more abstract and exerts a strong 

influence on the style of communication employed. 

 NOISE: This refers to the different types of interference or distractions that plague 

every communication event. 

 

3.6.3 TYPES OF COMMUNICATION:  

The classification of communication includes- Verbal and non-verbal, technological and non-

technological, mediated and non-mediated, participatory and non-participatory. However, the 

commonly known types of communications are: (Sri Jin Kushal, Sunitti Abuja, 2009) 

(1) Intra-personal communication: The most basic form of communication is intra-

personal communication i.e., communication with the ones self. During intra-personal 

communication one thinks and introspects. This implies individual reflection, 

contemplation and mediation. According to the experts, this type of communication 

encompasses communicating with the divine and with spirits in the form of prayers 

and rites and rituals. 

(2) Interpersonal Communication: This is direct, face-to-face communication that occurs 

between two persons. It is essentially a dialogue or a conversation between two or 

more people. It is personal, straight-forward, as well as intimate and permits maximum 

interaction through words and gestures. Interpersonal communications may be: 
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a. Focused Interactions: This primarily results from an actual encounter between 

two persons. This implies that the two persons involved are completely aware 

of the communication happening between them. 

b. Unfocused Interactions: This occurs when one simply observes or listens to 

persons with whom one is not conversing. Examples of such interactions may 

be seen at stations and bus stops, streets, restaurants,  etc., 

(3) Group Communication: In group communication you interact with a limited number 

of others, work to share information, develop ideas, make decisions, and solve 

problems or simply for amusement. 

(4) Public Communication: Through public communication you inform and persuade the 

members of an audience to hold certain attitudes, values or beliefs so that they think, 

believe or act in a certain way. 

(5) Non-Verbal communication: This includes key Considerations such as body language, 

gestures, facial expressions, eye contact, etc., which also become a part of the 

communication process; as well as the written and types modes of communications. 

(6) Mass Communication: This is generally identified with tools of modern mass media, 

which includes: books, the press, cinema, television, radio, etc. It is a means of 

conveying messages to an entire populace. 

No matter what type of communication channel is used, communicating is an ever-

continuing process is going on all the time. It is as important to human life as is day-

to-day existence. 

(7) Computer-Mediated Communication:  

The communication that occurs through computer-mediated technologies (i.e., Email, 

Audio/Video Conferencing etc.) is called Computer-mediated Communication (CMC). 

The application of this type of communication is more entrenched in virtual 

environment because this is the only source available to geographically dispersed 

teams for the exchange of information. Computer-mediated Communication (CMC) 

can be divided into Asynchronous and Synchronous Communication. Asynchronous 

Communication is the time constrained communication (e.g., Text Messaging) and 

Synchronous is without it (e.g., Emails). The impact of CMC on social aspects of team 

interaction has caught center-stage attention of various researchers in the recent years. 

Many worked on the socio-emotional approach to CMC by studying the behavior of 

virtual teams in various computer-mediated situations. These social studies examine 

how teams retain interpersonal interaction and mutual collaboration to get their jobs 

done in computer-mediated virtual environment.  

  

As the Virtual Private Network completely depends on Computer mediated communication. It 

is very important that the setup near both the end computers can cause for efficiency in the 

Network.  As the Computer is the main mediating source for communicating, our research sub 

question includes the Time delay, overload, authentication, and user friendliness which rely 

on Computer mediated communication. 
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Figure 3-6 Computer-Mediated Communication in Virtual Teams 

Adapted from China Europe International Business School (2010) 

 

Today's organizations are faced with a dynamic and turbulent environment that requires 

flexible and fast responses to changing business needs. Many organizations have responded 

by adopting decentralized, team-based, and distributed structures (DeSanctis & Jackson, 

1994; Drucker, 1988) variously described in the literature as virtual, network, and cluster 

organizations (Beyerlein & Johnson, 1994;Camillus, 1993; Goldman, et al., 1995; Mills, 

1991). Advances in communication technologies have enabled organizations to acquire and 

retain such distributed structures by supporting coordination among people working from 

different locations. Despite the rapid increase in the number of organizations that are 

becoming distributed, little is known about the structure or performance of such 

organizations. (Maiju K. Abuja, Kathleen M. Charley, 2006) 

 

3.7 VIRTUAL PRIVATE NETWORKS: 

 

3.7.1 DEFINITION:  

A Network that uses a public network‘s infrastructure to make the connections among 

geographically dispersed nodes, instead of using cables owned or leased exclusively for one 

single Network‘s use. (Dennis Fowler, 1999) 

 

Early VPN protocols: 

As virtual private network has an access to maintain private traffic over the public network 

such as internet and etc. Some of new protocols introduced to satisfy some security 

requirements: (Mark Merkow, 1999) 

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/j.1083-6101.1998.tb00079.x/full#b28
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/j.1083-6101.1998.tb00079.x/full#b28
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/j.1083-6101.1998.tb00079.x/full#b30
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/j.1083-6101.1998.tb00079.x/full#b11
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/j.1083-6101.1998.tb00079.x/full#b17
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/j.1083-6101.1998.tb00079.x/full#b40
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/j.1083-6101.1998.tb00079.x/full#b59
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/j.1083-6101.1998.tb00079.x/full#b59
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 Point-to-Point Tunneling Protocol (PPTP) 

 Layer 2 Forwarding (L2F) 

 Layer 2 Tunneling Protocol (L2Tp; combination of both PPTP and L2F) 

 SOCKS protocol  

Point-to-Point Tunneling protocol (PPTP): 

It is a tunneling protocol that supports other protocols by encrypting their traffic before 

submitting the messages to the internet for transport. PPTP is intended for use over dial-up 

connections to the internet. (Mark Merkow, 1999) 

 LAN protocols such as Novell‘s IPX and Microsoft‘s NetBEUI are encapsulated 

(wrapped up) using PPTP- and unwrapped on the receiving end before being routed to 

their destination. (Mark Merkow, 1999) 

 PPTP is built into Microsoft Windows NT 4.0; client software for PPTP is available as 

a free add-on for Windows 95 users (it‘s included with windows 98) (Mark Merkow, 

1999) 

 PPTP, alas, lacks scalability- and was found to contain several problems in its 

implementation, making it vulnerable to attacks (Mark Merkow, 1999) 

 

Figure 3-7-1 Point-to-Point Tunneling protocol (PPTP) 

Adapted from Jungo, ―Virtual Private Networks‖ (2011) 
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L2F: 

It is essential technical difference from PPTP is L2F‘s ability to use protocols at Layer 2 of 

the network protocol stack for tunneling purposes, including two classics (Mark Merkow, 

1999) 

 ATM 

 Frame Relay 

PPTP operates at Layer 3 of TCP/IP by wrapping IP packets themselves under PPTP protocol 

rules (Mark Merkow, 1999) 

L2TP: 

Combining the best features of PPTP and L2F, Layer 2 Tunneling Protocol (L2TP) merges 

the two as a successor protocol that‘s supported by today‘s commonly used network-routing 

devices. (Mark Merkow, 1999) 

SOCKS: 

A SOCK is an authenticated firewall-traversal protocol. It is designed to permit traffic to pass 

through only after the user who sent it has been authenticated to the system. SOCKS don‘t 

rely upon any specific characteristics if an IP packet to decide whether access is permitted. 

(Mark Merkow, 1999) 

Advantages of SOCKS: 

 Support for both UNIX and NT systems 

 Application-specific network connections for programs that are tied to specific TCP/IP 

server ports 

A SOCK is an internet engineering task force (IETF) standard described in RFC 1928, RFC 

1929, and RFC 1961. SOCKS version 5 includes support for negotiating which encryption 

tools use between communicating parties (Mark Merkow, 1999) 

 

3.7.2 IPSEC: 

Virtual private network, some solutions are primarily based on IPsec protocol. The majority 

of Virtual Private Network solution providers incorporate IPsec into their products. (Mark 

Merkow, 1999) 

IPsec performs both encryption and authentication to address the inherent lack of security on 

IP-based networks (Mark Merkow, 1999) 

IPsec supports some of the important security goals (Mark Merkow, 1999) 

 Sender authentication 

 Message integrity 
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 Data confidentiality 

IPsec provides security with two steps (Mark Merkow, 1999) 

 Encapsulate an IP packet by wrapping another packet around it 

 Encrypt the result 

IP packets for secure transfer are encrypted through the following steps (Mark Merkow, 1999) 

1. Original packet includes unencrypted header and data 

2. The original packet is encapsulated with another header and space for a message 

digest to serve as a checksum 

3. The checksum is created by following a message-digest formula 

4. The entire packet is encrypted (Mark Merkow, 1999) 

IPsec provides security without requiring organizations to modify their user applications. 

Application-layer programs are insulated from its work. IPsec operates two layers (Mark 

Merkow, 1999) 

 Network Layer (Layer 2) 

 Session Layer of the TCP/IP protocol stack 

Table 1 shows where the Virtual Private Networks protocols operate, relative to the layers of 

the TCP/IP protocol stack. (Mark Merkow, 1999) 

 

 

VPN Protocol Security Features Compared 

 

ISO Network Model 

 

TCP/IP 

 

VPN protocols 

 

Application 

 

Application 

 

IPsec 

 

Presentation 

 

 

 

IPsec 
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IPsec 

 

Transport 

 

TCP/UDP 

 

SOCKS V5 
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IP Network 

 

IP 

 

IPsec (Auth header and    ESP), PPTP 

 

Data link 

 

 

 

L2F, L2TP 

 

Physical 

 

Physical 

 

L2F, L2TP 

Table 4: VPN Protocol Security Features Compared 

There are different virtual private network protocol security features available to support for 

an efficient VPN, as IPsec is one of the main source for Virtual private network solutions 

provider, the features can be compared to get an idea on how VPN impacts on open system 

interconnection model? And in table 2, it is clearly mentioned the results of the comparison of 

Virtual private network protocol security features.  

 

 

Table 2 compares Virtual Private Network protocols with the security services that they are 

able to provide. [Mark Merkow, 1999] 
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VPN 
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                         Yes 

Table 5: VPN Protocol Security Features Compared 
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3.7.3 Necessary components with Virtual Private Networks: 

System requirements must ensure high levels of security, VPNs are naturally complicated. To 

assemble a VPN that‘s specific to system needs, typical components that any organization 

needed for an effective Virtual Private network (Mark Merkow, 1999) 

1. Gateway devices 

 Routers 

 Dedicated servers 

 Firewalls 

2. Client Software 

      3. Public-Key Infrastructure (PKI) and associated key-management strategies 

      4. Hardware-based encryption accelerators 

      5. X.509 digital certificates 

      6. Certificate Authority 

      7. Directory services     

8. Servers with these features: 

 Load balancing 

 Failover 

 Redundancy 

 Network-transport communication mechanisms 

Typically, Virtual private network components connected to the internet include as follows: 

(Mark Merkow, 1999) 

 Certificate Authority (CA) system 

 Managed ISP to support remote employees 

Intranet gateways for 

 Partners 

 Suppliers 

 Customer 

Corporate Virtual Private Network gateway with these indispensables: 

 LDAP server 

 Registration Authority (RA) system  
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3.7.4 Testing a Virtual Private Network 

 

Virtual private network value is completely dependent upon the secure communication of data 

between different organizations, business partners, suppliers, customers, remote users and 

branch offices. The performance of Virtual private network and its standards are dependent on 

virtual private network reliability. There are mainly four levels occurs to test a virtual private 

network (Mark Merkow, 1999). 

 

 Standard Compliance 

 Interoperability testing 

 Security testing 

 End-user testing 

Standard Compliance: 

Virtual private networks are mainly based on open and vendor-neutral protocols (such as 

IPsec, X.509 and TCP/IP), as per the VPN theory, people can select any type of 

implementation from any supplier without too many concerns about proprietary elements 

(Mark Merkow, 1999). When it comes to reality, for any type of virtual private network 

needed testing to ensure compliance with the standards where developer interpretation is at 

the heart of the problem (Mark Merkow, 1999).   

The common criteria for information technology security evaluation (International standard 

organization) and the National information assurance partnership‘s (NIAP) certify testing labs 

that attest to a products evaluation assurance level (EAL). The protection profile (PP) and 

security target (ST) documentation dictate a product‘s EAL. After the certificate confirmation 

in both hardware and software of the Virtual private network, users can have confidence on 

their virtual private network system (Mark Merkow, 1999) 

 

NIAP labs certify Virtual Private Network products by performing batteries of tests on a 

system--- typically, tampering, reverse-engineering of security features, software attacks, 

electrical probing, and any other kind of fiendish attack it can be imagine. During these 

attacks, NIAP learns about the device‘s functions that implement security, and examines the 

system‘s compliance with the claimed standards. If problems still exists, they invariably show 

up during this process. That‘s what makes certification so valuable (Mark Merkow, 1999) 

 

On the other side, International computer security association (ICSA), a leading security 

assurance organization, is also offering vendor product testing service for IPsec Virtual 

Private Network products using the ICSA IPsec certification criteria. (Mark Merkow, 1999) 

 

Testing for Interoperability: 

Before the release of product to the open world, vendors will typically test them first as beta 

products to help work out bugs and wrinkles. To raise these efforts, National Institution for 

Standards and Technology (NIST) offer a free, public-domain reference implementation of 

IPsec for Linux and a testing facility for developers and users of IPsec Virtual Private 

Networks. The NIST IPsec project concerned with emerging Internet protocols that provide 

enhanced services at the network level- larger address spaces and build in security features. 

According to the NIST documentation, the project‘s goals are to improve security for internet 

communications at the application level, make network access easier to control centrally, 

implement multilayered security, authenticate data origin reliably, safeguard document 

integrity and confidentiality, limit traffic flow, and standardize the management of keys. 

(Mark Merkow, 1999) 
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NIST developed Innovations: 

 

 Cerberus is a reference implementation of the latest IPsec specifications. 

 PlutoPlus is a reference implementation of the IPsec key negotiation and management 

specifications 

 IPsec WWW-based interoperability tester, IPsec-WIT, built around the Cerberus and 

PlutoPlus prototype implementations    

 

To take right decision on virtual private network, to be able to see developments in virtual 

private networks, as per the user specifications, previous experiences with vendors, a very 

good common sense is that keep on eyes for new developments in Virtual private networks 

user find them in the press; can join in a web-based group of Virtual Private Network users 

where all types of VPN users can share experiences at one place (Mark Merkow, 1999) 

 

 

Security Testing: 

 There are several attacks found in some basic issues they are cryptography design, attacks 

against implementations, attacks against hardware, attacks on users and etc.  

The cryptography system is completely dependent the encryption, decryption algorithms and 

digital signature algorithms, one-way hash functions, and message-authentication techniques 

that are present in the system. When there is no proper idea on cryptography system building, 

there are different problems raised. There is a chance to build strong cryptographic system 

with weak structure by using strong materials and also can build a weak cryptographic system 

using strong algorithms and protocols. As important as those building blocks are, builder 

practices are the mortar that holds them together. Sloppy crypto-practice—such as failing to 

check values at critical moments, reusing parameters that weren‘t intended for reuse, or sitting 

back and hoping the algorithms and secure keys will carry the ball--- can open up 

vulnerabilities in the most impressive crypto-designs. (Mark Merkow, 1999) 

 

Attacks against Implementations: 

There are major attacks while implementing the system; (Mark Merkow, 1999) 

 Destroy plain text after it‘s encrypted, otherwise somebody can take it as advantage 

for his own usage 

 System temporary files or virtual memory, such features may be handy in the event of 

system crash 

 System should not use any application which holds passwords permanently in its 

memory 

 For a strong hacker, it would be easy to crack the encrypted data when it has different 

keys such as strong and wimpy 

 Careful at Secured against every possible method an intruder might use to learn the 

keys 

Attacks against Hardware: 

Many security systems have an important component to support whole system. When that 

hardware component is not able to manage in a right way, which gets the whole system in big 

trouble. (Mark Merkow, 1999)  

 

Hardware components can be attacked by various methods: (Mark Merkow, 1999) 
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 Measuring Power consumption 

 Measuring radiation emissions or other ―side channels‖ 

 Fault analysis 

 Deliberately introducing faults to determine secret keys 

Attacks on the users: 

Even If systems are secure when they‘re used properly, users can subvert security by 

accident- especially if the system is not designed very well. Most folks just want to get their 

jobs done; they are not thinking of themselves as links in the security systems (Mark Merkow, 

1999). Sometimes users are unable to identify the system problems which lead to the system 

crash. User should have basic knowledge on system attacks otherwise system attacks would 

be a big problem to the user.  

 

End-User Testing: 

After the system installation, it has good progress to ready to use but before that, link up the 

virtual private network for complete end to end tests- from remote user to Virtual private 

network gateway, and from one virtual private network to another. These tests should run the 

entire gamut of services that user plan to support. Depending on the initial status, battery tests 

can be considered. Virtual private network should be able to communicate with any other 

commercially available VPN gateway- as well as with the end user software that organization 

customers or suppliers may use. To help in these situations, tested establishment is necessary 

for a Virtual Private Network. (Mark Merkow, 1999) 

 

 Dedicate individual PCs for each client, just the way of organizations will 

 Issue test versions of X.509-complaint digital certificates for each user and resource 

requiring their presence 

 Exchange a few digital certificates within the population test group; pre-embed the 

certificates in the user‘s browser certificate stores to ensure complete testing of secure 

e-mail between the company users.  

 Use external ISPs for remote access from multiple locations, especially where the 

organization expect or require remote connectivity 

 Do not use intranet for testing between clients; it cannot fully simulate the effects of 

internet communications 

 Consider placing test machines in the homes of the organizational employees or users 

to help a VPN users run through all types of testing scenarios faster. 

 Use the same test cases for clients and gateways. Doing so enables a VPN user to 

compare results equally. During the analysis and early design phase, user should have 

already developed a test plan, along with test cases in which user know what the 

correct results will be when everything works properly. 

 Document organization findings thoroughly and quickly report problems to their 

Virtual Private Network hardware, software, and PKI partners and vendors. Better yet, 

keep those folks on-site until testing is deemed adequate to meet organizational goals. 

Virtual private network test from gateway to gateway: 

Gateway to gateway testing can be more complicated testing than the other testing virtual 

private network client systems alone. To compare response times, locate cryptographic 

problems, and test quality of service guarantees, testing on reliability in communications and 

service requests across all devices. On the other side, testing has several facilities through 

different websites for the virtual private network support. Most important thing is do not rush 

on testing and better not to follow shortcuts in virtual private network testing. Testing on VPN 
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performance and efficiency on information exchange are the roots for whole communication 

system. Better to keep on testing until the expected results occur (Mark Merkow, 1999)   

 

3.7.5 Development Cycle of Virtual Private Network: 

To create an efficient virtual network could be regarded as probably introducing developing a 

new concept in an organization. This implies some factors have to be taken into consideration 

by the management of the organization or the institution concerned. The identification of the 

key Considerations to be considered to the time that system is implemented and maintained 

means that the process has to go through a systems development life cycle analysis. 

 

This includes the following:  

                                                                                                         

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3-7-2: Traditional waterfall SDLC 

Jefferey A Hoffer, Joey F. George and Joseph S. Valacich Modern systems analysis and 

design 

 

1) Planning and Identification of resources: This will consist of a developing the scope of 

the network and feasibility study. The first thing to consider is planning and 

identification of requirements to create the system. It of great importance to identify 

the right elements the creation of the virtual network will involve.  

2) Analysis of the entire network to be created has to be done. This will help to determine 

the structure of the system  requirements  

Planning and 

identification of 

requirements 

Maintanance 

Analysis 

Logical Design 

Physical design

  

Implementation
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3) Logical design and physical design to create a new systems design for the virtual 

network. 

4) Implementation. This part will then transform the design s into information systems 

5) Maintenance. Consists of using the network management resources to maintain the 

network. 

Based on the above life cycle analysis, lets look at a type of a virtual private network: 

 The SSL-VPN: 

To create a SSL VPN, which provide the remote access to organizations resources, the 

following is required from the beginning to the implementation stage. 

a) Identification of requirements 

b) Designing the solution makes decision from five main design decisions including; 

access control, end point security, authentication methods, architecture and 

cryptographic policy. 

c) Implement a test prototype through a lab test. 

d) Deploy the solution through a pilot project. 

e) Manage the solution. 

(Sheila Frankel, Paul Hoffman, Angela Orebaugh and Richard Park, 2008) 

 

3.7.6 Architecture: 

Virtual networking typically starts with virtual network software, which is placed outside a 

virtual server (external) or inside a virtual server -- depending on the size and type of the 

virtualization platform.  

(Virtual networking at searchservervirtualization.com) 

 

The Virtual Networking Architecture is the important aspect that is taken into consideration as 

the users at both the end points should be able to understand it and implement it in a 

successful way. Generally, the architecture is developed according to the organization 

requirements. So, the user who is going to work on this architecture should be able to handle 

it. This requires previous experience which also effects if lacking. Suppose, if we consider a 

hospital virtual private network, it should be able to handle the patient details like date of his 

admission, his past records, updates on his improvement etc.,  

 

3.7.7 Virtual Private Network key Considerations on security threats 

Security is the major aspect in any type of network, the main purpose of the Virtual private 

network is to avoid several security threats. According to Open Users Recommended 

Solutions (OURS) - a Chicago based consortium of computer users and vendors (including 

Sun Trust Services, Bellcore, and Pacific Gas and Electric) - identifies six major weapons 

against security threats: 

http://searchservervirtualization.techtarget.com/sDefinition/0,,sid94_gci1293782,00.html
http://searchservervirtualization.techtarget.com/sDefinition/0,,sid94_gci1293782,00.html
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1)  User ID/Authentication 

This is anything from the use of simple passwords and callback systems to one-time 

passwords and challenge/response tokens. This will be useful in almost all areas especially in 

websites.  

2)  Authorization 

Identifying the user a being who he or she is supposed to be through the use of these measures 

(Mark Merkow, 1999) 

 Privilege tables 

 Identity (digital) certificates 

 Directory services  

3)  Integrity Control 

This ensures the integrity of the data rather than the identity of the user. Integrity control is 

extremely important to the kind of security features needed for electronic commerce. Here 

messages are verified and receivers are assured that data has not been altered in transit (Mark 

Merkow, 1999) 

4)  Accountability 

Accountability is the use of audits and web server logs to enforce security policies. While 

these technologies by themselves do little to protect a website from threat, they can aid in the 

research and prosecution of security violations. (Mark Merkow, 1999) 

5)  Confidentiality 

This forms of cryptography and uses of virtual private networks that provide end to end 

encrypted links to shield a site from the public internet. (Mark Merkow, 1999) 

6)  Availability controls 

How quickly can a website be restored in the event of catastrophic failure such as hardware 

failure? Solutions here include these examples of cyber common sense: (Mark Merkow, 1999) 

 Fault tolerance 

 Backup/recovery plans 

 Capacity-management systems 

 Load-Balancing servers 

If a perfect virtual private network implemented in any organization, a well-managed VPN 

definitely satisfy the above security requirements. (Mark Merkow, 1999) 

7)  Cryptography: 

Cryptography mainly considered two basic methods: 
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 Substitution 

 Transposition 

Substitution: 

Substitution exchanges each letter of each word with a different letter, using a scheme known 

only to the sender and the receiver(s). (Mark Merkow, 1999) 

Transposition: 

Transposition methods of cryptography ―scramble‖ the contents of a message, using a shared 

secret between the sender and receiver(s) to encode and decode the contents.Transposition is 

the improvement of substitution method. (Mark Merkow 

,1999) 

 

 

Figure 3-7-3 Cryptography 

Adapted from Dealer Information System Corporation”VPN” 

 

3.8 IDENTIFICATION OF EFFICIENCY PROBLEMS IN VIRTUAL 
PRIVATE NETWORKS: 

Many companies use VPN‘s to allow authorized users to securely transmit firewalls- the 

practice has become increasingly common in the last two years due to the convenience and 

efficiency it allows. 

But this seriously undermines in your network security policy. The problem is that hackers 

can quite easily exploit home computers that have not themselves been secured, and if that 

home computer and thought the firewall via the Virtual Private tunnel. Most businesses do not 

attempt to enforce any sort of security requirements for remote home users because they don‘t 

own the equipment and they can‘t really prevent users from circumventing security measures 

on their own computers. This means that, in effect, every remote VPN connection you allow 

into your network is a potential vector for hackers to exploit. (AvMatthew Streber, 2004) 
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One of the other problems is creation of Virtual Private Networks and the use of IP Sec on 

Satellite links. Special equipment and software need to be utilized to accommodate to 

incompatibilities between satellite transmission and IP Sec. (AvJoseph N. Pelton, 2006) 

The lack of reliability of the Internet, and the fact that no one entity controls it, makes 

troubleshooting VPN problems difficult for a network administrator. If a user can‘t dial into a 

remote access server at the corporate headquarters, or there‘s a problem with a leased line 

connection, the network administrator knows there are a limited number of possibilities for 

where the problem may occur: the machine or router at the corporate headquarters.  For a 

VPN over the Internet, the problem could be with the machine on the far end, with the ISP on 

the far end, with one of the networks in between, with the corporate headquarters ISP, or with 

the machine or router at the corporate headquarters itself. Although a few large ISPs are 

offering quality of service guarantees with their VPN service (If all parties involved are 

connected to their network), smaller ISPs can‘t make such a guarantee- and there will always 

be times when the network administrator is left to her own resources. (AvCharlie Scott, Paul 

Wolfe, Mike Erwin, 1999) 

There are numerous points of failures with VPN‘s. This makes tracking down the cause of a 

problem more difficult than it might be for a normal WAN or remote access connection. 

Among the possible problems are connectivity problems, authentication errors, and 

Compatibility problems. (AvCharlie Scott, Paul Wolfe, Mike Erwin, 1999) 

3.8.1 Connectivity problems: Anyone familiar with maintaining or dialing into remote 

access servers- or into an ISP for that matter- is also familiar with the frustration of 

trying to pinpoint the problem of a bad connection. The main difficulty with 

connectivity problems is that they have so many causes. Here are a few 

possibilities: 

i. Telco problems 

 Bad lines 

 Busy switch 

ii. ISP problems 

 Busy signals(Probably from a user-to-modem ratio that‘s too high) 

 Bad modem or router 

iii. End-user problems 

 Bad modem or router 

 A modem or router that‘s incompatible with the ISP‘s 

 Configuration problem 

Besides these general communication problems, we may discover problems with port usage 

on firewalls. If these ports aren‘t open, you may not able to make a VPN connection or 

transport data across the VPN. It‘s possible that these ports may be blocked at ISP or on 

owned routers. 
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3.8.2 Authentication Errors: Authentication problems are common in the realm of dial-up 

connections, even when VPNs aren‘t involved. Here are the two most common 

authentication problems: 

i. A mismatched username or password, which occurs when either the connecting 

machine or the far end thinks that the username or password is something other than 

what it is. This is sometimes cause by a simple typographical error. Likewise, there 

could be mismatched keys in a public key system. 

ii. The connecting system and the destination are using different authentication 

methods. For example, the connecting machine might be attempting PAP 

authentication, while the destination is expecting CHAP. 

3.8.3 Compatibility problems: Before investing the time and money to setup a VPN, one 

should do some research to ensure that their system and network configuration will 

work with it-especially if they have elaborate security setup. Here are some caveats 

when setting up a VPN or adding a new product to you network: 

i. Some routers may block certain TCP ports out-of-the-box as a security measure. 

Find out which ports it blocks and make sure that they‘re not ports your VPN uses. 

You can usually turn this filtering off. 

ii. As we‘ve already said, some VPN products won‘t work through a proxy server, 

versions of the Microsoft proxy server before 2.0 for instance, don‘t work with 

PPTP. If you already have a proxy server and want to implement a VPN, you may 

want to multi-home the VPN server between the internet and your LAN, just as you 

have the proxy server set up. 

According to AvElizabeth D. Zwicky, Simon Cooper and D. Brent Chapman (2000), Virtual 

Private Networks are an important security tool; they also present problems in a firewall 

environment. Various problems involved with Virtual Private Networks are as follows, 

I. Virtual private Networks involve dangerous network connections: 

A Virtual Private Network runs over an actual network, which is presumably not a private 

network. The hosts on the Virtual Private Network must be connected to that actual network, 

and if you‘re not careful, they will be vulnerable to attack from the network. For instance, if 

you use a Virtual Private Network to provide connectivity to your internal network for mobile 

users who connect to the internet, their machines may be attacked from the internet. Ideally, a 

Virtual Private Network system will disable all other uses of the network interface. It‘s 

important to choose a system that will allow you to force this on the remote system. It‘s not 

good enough to have a system where the remote system is able to turn off other uses because 

the user on the remote system may turn networking back on. It‘s very tempting as a way to get 

rapid access to internet resources.  

II.  When you attach something via a Virtual Private Network, you are making it part of your 

internal network. If a machine on the Virtual Private Network is broken into, the attacker will 

then be able to use the Virtual Private Network to attack the rest of your site, from something 

that‘s treated as if it were inside of your local network. Virtual Private Networking is 

commonly used to give access to machines that are much more vulnerable than those that are 

physically on the network-for instance, laptops that are carried around in public, home 
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machines that curious children have physical access to, and machines owned by other sites 

with interests and policies that are not identical to yours. 

 

3.9 CYBERSPACE IN VIRTUAL NETWORKS/ VIRTUAL PRIVATE 
NETWORKS 

We access cyberspace from the virtual network point of view. This is viewed from two main 

angles namely cyber constructivism and cyber destructivism.  The cyberspace could be a 

medium or home for positive collaboration or negative collaboration hence the terms cyber 

constructivism and cyber destructives. 

Cyber Constructivism: Nowadays cyber space has become a centre for researcher, students, 

business partners and organisations etc. to share information or exchange data for. We are not 

going into detail treatment of cyberspace but to give just an overview with respect 

information interchange. Here we talk about the various advantages derived from 

collaborating exchanging information in a virtual network. 

Cyber Destructibility: We consider how people use the cyberspace for negativity. By 

negativity we mean how people use the cyberspace to commit crime such as hacking a 

system, attacking a particular workstation with viruses etc. This issue has been a major 

concern of many nations companies and different organizations since this problem of cyber-

attack has been rampant. 

The virtual private network should be configured in a secured way that these cyber attackers 

cannot have access to any confidential or sensitive information. 

―In the last spring the new Commander of USCYBERCOM, NSA‘s General Keith Alexander, 

acknowledged for the first time that even U.S. classified networks have been penetrated. Not 

only dowel fails to catch most fraud artists, IP thieves, and cyber spies—we don‘t even know 

who most of them are. Yet every significant public and private activity—economic, social, 

governmental, military—depends on the security of electronic systems‖ Joel F. Brenner 

(2010)  

 

Cyber security has been one of the major issues of the world today by different nations. This 

is because of the threat it poses to the world. This is seen in a statements of reports made to 

President Obama (2009) and the other was made by the Former President George H. W. Bush 

(1990)  ―Telecommunications and information processing systems are highly susceptible to 

interception, unauthorized electronic access, and related forms of technical exploitation, as 

well as other dimensions of the foreign intelligence threat.‖ Joel F. Brenner (2010). 

 

―President Clinton warned of the insecurities created by cyber-based systems and directed in 

1998 that ―no later than five years from today the United States shall have achieved and shall 

maintain the ability to protect the nation‘s critical infrastructures from intentional acts that 

would significantly diminish‖ our security.6 Five years later would have been 2003. ―In 2003, 

as if in a repeat performance of a bad play, the second President Bush stated that his cyber 

security objectives were to ―prevent cyber-attacks against America‘s critical infrastructure; 

[r]educe national vulnerability to cyber-attacks; and minimize damage and recovery time from 

cyber-attacks that do occur.‖7‖   Joel F. Brenner (2010) 
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This issue of cyber destructivism is a treat to exchange of information in a virtual network. 

Particularly when you do not see the other party with whom you are exchanging the 

information. This is a non-technical problem. 

 

3.10  COLLABORATION IN VIRTUAL PRIVATE NETWORKS 

The virtual collaboration environment is a system where remotely located users meet in a 

virtual environment created by the audiovisual technologies as if they were located in the 

same room. 

Collaborative Working Environments (CWEs) are identified either as "synchronous" where 

both parties communicate in real time to achieve a common goal or "asynchronous" where 

they share common artifacts in a workspace but users may access them individually at 

different times as defined by workflow considerations. 

In a virtual collaboration environment, remote users may participate in a virtual collaboration 

session using different access links and devices. The access links can be wired or wireless. 

Considering wireless access links, different options are available, for example GSM, GPRS, 

UMTS, WLAN or WiMAX (Abdul-Hameed, S. Nasir, H. Karim, Ell T. Masterton, and A. M. 

Kondoz, 2007) 

Collaboration of  multiple users  in  a  network, which has  been a hot  topic in  computer 

supported cooperative work  (CSCW),  is  an important problem  in  networked virtual reality  

(NVR)  systems. 

Little has been reported on addressing collaborative issues in Networked Virtual Reality 

(NVR) system.  With  the ever-increasing spreading  of computer network technology,  

Virtual Reality  (VR) system  has  far  exceeded the sphere of single-user  and become  a 

powerful social  medium.  In multi-user NVR system, multiple users that dispersed 

geographically in different places can share a common Virtual Environment (VE) thorough 

computer network. They can interact with shared virtual environment respectively and even 

engage in collaboration for some common goals on the real-time basis. 

Though  much  in  common, the collaboration issues in NVR are quite different from those in  

CSCW,  which  mainly focuses  on  maintaining the consistency  of data  and  collaborative 

edit and  design. However N V R   system focuses on maintaining the consistency of shared 

virtual world‘s state and controlling concurrent interactions made by multiple users.  For 

example, when a user grabs an object in a VE and moves it, it can be expected that all the 

users in this VE would see this object‘s motion.  In order to implement this, there are three 

basic collaborative problems that must be solved:   

 communication  between  all the participants;  

 The maintenance  of  shared  VE   

 The control of Concurrent or simultaneous operations.  

However, due to the limitations of existing computer performance and network bandwidth, it 

is a great challenge to solve these problems. (Yi Chen, Shouyi Zhan and Pengfei Li, 2001). 
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3.11 APPLICATION AREAS 

 

3.11.1  VIRTUAL ORGANIZATIONS 

Virtual Organizations are defined as ―a group of people who interact through interdependent 

tasks guided by common purpose‖ that ―works across space, time, and organizational 

boundaries with links strengthened by webs of communication technologies‖ Lipnack & 

Stamps (1997). We define a virtual organization as a geographically distributed organization 

whose members are bound by a long-term common interest or goal, and who communicate 

and coordinate their work through information technology. Our focus is on a particular type of 

virtual organization, the virtual research organization, in which members of various corporate 

and academic research units voluntarily come together to advance a technology on an ongoing 

basis. These members assume well defined roles and status relationships within the context of 

the virtual group that may be independent of their role and status in the organization 

employing them (Ahuja et al., 1998). 

A key feature of virtual organizations is a high degree of informal communication. Because of 

a lack of formal rules, procedures, clear reporting relationships, and norms, more extensive 

informal communication is required (Monge & Contractor, in press). Formal communication 

is non-interactive, impersonal, and involves use of media such as reports and structured 

meetings. It is a function of the formal hierarchy embedded in the system. Formal, imposed, 

or mandated networks (Aldrich, 1976) represent the legitimate authority of the organization 

reflected in the organizational chart. They are also representative of the communication 

channels that facilitate downward transmission of orders and upward transmission of 

information (Monge & Contractor, in press; Weber, 1947). 

By contrast, informal communication is personal, peer oriented, and interactive; it involves 

media such as face-to-face meetings and email. Informal interaction determines a network's 

structure that emerges as the members perform the organizational tasks (emergent structure). 

Researchers in the area of social networks have found that if interactions of informal groups 

are tracked over a period of time, they exhibit a pattern of communication and reveal what has 

been referred to as network structure (Brass, 1985; Burkhardt & Brass, 1990;Krackhardt, 

1991; Krackhardt & Porter, 1985). In social network theory, network structure has been 

defined as ―the arrangement of the differentiated elements that can be recognized as the 

patterned flows of information in a communication network‖ (Rogers & Kincaid, 1981, p. 

82). Researchers have found that network structures explain organizational behavior better 

than formal structures (Bacharach & Lawler, 1980; Krackhardt & Hanson, 1993; Monge & 

Contractor, in press). 

Historically, virtual organizations have used electronic mail (email) to share information and 

coordinate their work. Use of email allows these groups to call on expertise whenever needed 

regardless of where it resides. This use of email enables a group to create and sustain its 

identity without a shared physical setting and enables existence of a group without visible 

participants (Finholt & Sproull, 1990). The new organizational forms may exhibit emergent 

structures that result from communication through information technologies that facilitate 

lateral communication and have little regard for traditional hierarchy. Research on computer-

mediated communication suggests that individual characteristics such as role and status are 

less influential in such communication (Sproull & Kiesler, 1986). However, the information 
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processing needs of individuals varies based on their role and status in the virtual 

organization, resulting in different email communication patterns. Indeed, more recent 

research has found that these individual characteristics can influence communication patterns 

(Cohen & Zhou, 1991; Saunders, et al., 1994; Zack & McKinney, 1995), and therefore may 

affect communication structure. (Ahuja et al., 1998) 

The way humans communicate in professional, social, and educational settings varies widely, 

depending upon not only the environment but also the method of communication in which the 

communication occurs, which in this case is through computers or other information and 

computer technologies (ICTs). The study of communication to achieve collaboration—

common work products—is termed computer-supported collaboration and includes only some 

of the concerns of other forms of Computer Mediated Communication research. 

Types of Computer Mediated Communication: 

Computer Mediated Communication is categorized into two types, 

Synchronous Communication:  synchronous communications all participants are online at the 

same time. 

Asynchronous Communication: Asynchronous communications occurs without time 

constraint which is like E-mail. 

 

Using of Virtual organization: 

 

 Advantages:  

A virtual organization comes from the ability to modularize. Modular organization is the one 

in which embedded coordination permits organizational processes to carry on out within a 

closely-coupled organizational structure in which each participating organizational unit can 

function autonomously and concurrently (R Sanchez, J.T. Mahoney, 1995) 

It has the ability to quickly link together resources and capability of many organizations to 

form product development ―resource chain‖ that can respond flexibly – i.e. quickly and at low 

cost to new market and technology opportunities by offering new or modified products (Troy 

J. Strader, Fu-Ren Lin and Michael J. Shaw, 1998) 

 

 

Disadvantages: 

One of the main disadvantages this Virtual Private Networks is the maintenance. It is 

necessary to frequent upgrades and it is really impossible in developing countries to find 

people who are professional and comfortable in working with this Virtual Private Networks. 

 

Organizations benefits on VPNs: 

Organizations use some common functions with the help of virtual private network. (Mark 

Merkow, 19999) 

 Secure e-mails  

 Establishing access controls for legacy systems, using interfaces developed for web 

browsers attached to an intranet  
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 With the help of extranets, organizations use to exchange the information and forums 

between business partners and the organization customers. 

 Enabling remote access via the internet to back office networks by employees and 

sales and support representatives in the files 

 Linking branch offices into corporate networks without the high costs of dedicated, 

leased communication lines 

 Creating ―Just-in-time‖ network connections between organizations for ad-hoc 

communication of sensitive or private information. (Mark Merkow, 1999) 

Organizational policies: 

Most of the organizations have mainly focused on some important policies on different areas 

of departments; 

 Clients 

 Customers 

 Users 

 Members 

 Lists 

 

3.11.2 Virtual teams  

Teams may be short-term (hours or days) or long-term (weeks, months or years) and may be 

large (more than two hundred individuals) or small (comprising of only two individuals) 

depending on the nature of job or task assigned to them. The conventional organizational 

structures of the past were based on hierarchical levels based on authority and Functionality. 

Organizational environment has gone through tremendous changes during the past few years 

and is now relying on employee empowerment which becomes the basis of team based 

working environment. This is the working style that delegates power to the employees as well 

as management; hence making the organizations more decentralized. Team based working 

style within the boundaries of organizations was a common trend; however teams working 

outside the geographical boundaries are currently getting more popular. The teams operating 

across time, space and organizational boundaries are called Virtual Teams. Virtual Teams are 

identified by many other terminologies e.g., Cyberspace, Dispersed, Long Distance, 

Distributed, and Online. The more popular terminology used other than Virtual Team is 

Geographically Dispersed Team. 

In our thesis, Manpower is the important requirement to establish a Virtual Private Network. 

It is a fact that, after a Virtual Private Network is established, it is necessary to maintain the 

network with regular upgrades. One of our thesis sub question includes Manpower, which is 

not available in developing countries. 
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3.12 Theory of DeLone & McLean IS success model and DeLone & 
McLean – Proc. Virtualization theory: 

 

 

Figure 3-9: Process Virtualization Theory 

 

Summary adapted from (Overby, E.M. 2008). "Process Virtualization Theory and the 

Impact of Information Technology," Organization Science (19:2), March-April, pp. 277-291 

The virtualization concept consists of four main constructs namely; 

1.) Sensory requirement 

2.) Relationship requirements, 

3.) Synchronism requirements  

4.) Identification and control requirements  

 

Figure 3-10: Delone & McLean systems success model 

Updated Information Systems Success Model (DeLone & McLean 2002, 2003) 
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Theory of DeLone & McLean IS success model describes how different perspectives of 

evaluating information systems. These factors are viewed from the six different key 

Considerations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3-11 DeLone & McLean – Proc. Virtualization theory 

Combination of the DeLone & McLean IS success model and Process Virtualization Theory. 

(DeLone & McLean – Proc. Virtualization theory) 

 

In this new model we are considering how the information interchange in the information 

systems environment coupled with process virtualization could help to enhance the overall 

benefit in the system.  
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Process Virtualization Theory 

 

―The dependent variable in process virtualization theory is “process virtualizability,” which 

describes how amenable a process is to being conducted without physical interaction between 

people or between people and objects. Operationally, process virtualizability can be measured 

either as adoption of the virtual process or the quality of the outcomes of the virtual process‖ 

Eric Overby (2008). 

The concept of process virtualization is applied in different ICT operations. The phenomenon 

is seen in the areas such as education, electronic commerce, friendship development etc. (Eric 

Overby (2008) 

The DeLone & McLean IS success model is another model which identifies some key 

Considerations of the IS success. 

Since the desire for implementing a new system in an organization is to increase efficiency, 

cost reduction, user satisfaction etc. DeLone & McLean IS success model IS success model is 

very good, reliable module that one could use as prototype and use to identify the elements to 

consider to create an IS system. These authors are reliable and credible as their module was 

ranked number one in 2010. 

 

3.13 Summary of theoretical findings 

This section summarises our theoretical section. This reflects on our research questions. The 

various sub-topics deal with the things which the empirical part of our research investigates. 

Some of our research questions are dealt with through upon handling it from different areas. 

We considered the topic from various angles. Discussing these theoretical elements, some of 

the efficiency problems were identified problems enabling us to answer our questions 

partially. 

Our main research question is; what key Considerations to be considered creating an 

efficient virtual network? 

From our Theoretical study, we got some useful information which helps us to answer our 

sub-questions. The results obtained from our theoretical study are given below: 

Sub-questions 1: 

What are the problems that affect the efficiency of a virtual network (virtual private 

network)? 

Some of the problems that we found from our theoretical study include the following, 

Connectivity problems: some of the connectivity problems identified include Telco problems, 

ISP problems and End-user problems. 

Authentication errors: Some of the errors include, mismatch of username or password and 

mismatch of authentication methods on two machines. 

Compatibility problems: These problems include, blocking of certain TCP ports which VPN 

might be using.  

According to AvElizabeth D. Zwicky, Simon Cooper and D. Brent Chapman (2000), Virtual 

private Networks involve dangerous network connections and Virtual private Networks 
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extend the network you must protect. These have been explained in the following theoretical 

parts: Identification of efficiency problems in Virtual private network in 3.8. 

Sub-question 2: 

What are the causes of such problem? 

a) The causes for Telco problems include Bad lines and busy switch.  

b) The causes for ISP problems include busy signals and bad modem/router. 

c) The causes for End-user problems include bad modem/router, Incompatibility between 

router and ISP‘s, and configuration problems. 

Beside these communication problems, we may discover problems with port usage on 

firewalls. 

Sub- question 3: 

How can we solve or manage such problems identified? 

To solve the identified problems, we need to avoid the connectivity, authentication and 

compatibility problems. To answer this question we need to continue to the empirical part and 

come back to solving these problems. 

Sub- question 4: 

Does the system achieve its purpose for implementation? 

The main purpose of Virtual private networks is to have a secure information interchange 

between source and the destination. From 3.7, it clarifies that implementing IPsec; socks will 

improve the security of the information interchange. It means that it is partially clarified that 

the VPN achieve its purpose of implementation. This part will be clearer after the Empirical 

study. 

According to the chaotic report; 

            16, 2%               performed according to plan –success 

            52, 7%               performed with changed plans–failed 

            31, 1%               aborted without implementation – Closed down  

                                     Closed down projects: 81 billion dollars 

                                     Delayed projects: 59 billion dollars 

Also, VT2009 SWEDEN: “68 % of all IT projects are perceived as failures by the 

customers” 

(Result of a survey performed by Exido International AB in 2004, cited in Ann Lind, 2010) 
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3.14 Arguments for an empirical study: 

The theoretical study forms the basis for our empirical survey. The content of the empirical 

section helped us to know which type of questions to use for our data collection aspect. The 

theoretical part has actually answered most of our research questions. Since we want find out 

something out of the research, we cannot generate or make conclusion without the empirical 

data for analysis which will then lead to our results. As a result we used the theoretical part as 

a step leading us to the empirical survey and we will compare the results obtained in empirical 

study with the results obtained in theoretical part.   
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4 EMPIRICAL SURVEYS 

 

4.1 PURPOSE: 

To be able to answer our problem ―what key Considerations should be considered to create an 

efficient Virtual Private Network?‖ we found it necessary to perform an empirical research. 

The information we obtained and used was not adequate to make our results reliable therefore 

we decided to perform interviews with people that have observed obstacles in Virtual Private 

Networks. 

We have performed our interviews with people who are working in the field of Network 

Administration. We interviewed people from different Organizations such as Sierra Atlantic 

Software Services Limited and VoiceSoft Solutions Private Limited from India and Södra 

Älvsborg Sjukhus, Sweden.  

Our Empirical Survey is connected to our requirement that we obtained from our interviews 

(Look at 2.3) and it is also connected to our research question. The first requirement that our 

interviewees should possess is the knowledge of the problems that affects the efficiency of a 

Virtual Private Network. Bhanu Prakash Komerally, one of our interviewees who completed 

his Masters in Computer Science from University of Melbourne, Australia currently working 

as Senior Network consultant in Sierra Atlantic Software Services Limited gave valuable 

information regarding Virtual Private Networks. We interviewed people from different 

companies taking from small scale industries to large scale industries, so that we can get a 

broader perspective. All our interviewees had experience during Information interchange 

between Organization, employee and client while using Virtual Private Networks. As we did 

not find much information about efficiency problems in virtual private networks in theory, we 

had conducted different interviews which helped us to make a clear understanding of some 

common problems with Virtual Private Networks. 

We initiated this part with the interview we had from Bhanu Prakash Komerally followed by 

the interview from Younus Khan and then Stefan Fransson. We also identified some 

important topics that our interviewees has answered, and described their own perspective. In 

the final session of this chapter we present conclusion for this part. 

 

4.2 SAMPLING: 

To understand and answer the efficiency problems we need to get in contact with the people 

who are currently working or have Networking experience in their past career. Initially we 

started analyzing which sectors to choose for getting interviews. In the present day, it is quite 

common for an Organization to have a Virtual Private Network (VPN) in developing 

countries, so we decided to know the status of this Virtual Private Network in developing 

countries. Finally we choose two Organizations from developing countries and one 

organization from developed countries. We contacted Professionals who are working with in 

this area and came to know different interesting issues, problems and causes for those 

problems. As we mentioned earlier (see 2.3), the informants which we have choose have a 

vast knowledge in Virtual Private Networks. They have very good experience in working with 

Virtual Private Networks which helped us to gain new knowledge for continuing our research 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ä
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to analysis phase. We have chosen Younus khan who is hardware professional with lots of 

experience in this field. Bhanu Prakash Komerally is another interviewee who is a senior 

network consultant in a big Multinational company. One more interview we got is from 

Stefan Fransson, who is working as Computer Security Officer in Södra Älvsborg Sjukhus, 

Boras who is not currently using Virtual Private Networks instead they are trying to 

implement normal Physically connected network. 

Initially we identified the interviews from the informants as the major source of information 

collection (see 2.3). We got much valuable information from interviews. The three interviews 

we obtained from Younus khan, Bhanu Prakash Komerally and Stefan Fransson adds much 

supportive data to the available information.   

 

4.3 INTERVIEWS: 

Initially we have taken appointment from the people whom we need to interview. We made a 

list of questions that resembles our thesis question. On the day of appointment we reached 

them by phone and got the required information. 

The list of questions we prepared for the interviews are analyzed by the different problems in 

terms of efficiency of virtual private network information. We prepared a rough questions list 

and from that list we filtered and finalized the questions. We have presented our interview 

questions in the Appendix list. 

As our thesis is completely research oriented we are not going to concentrate on the technical 

issues of Virtual Private Networks. So we described the main aim of our thesis which is 

finding the problems of efficiency in the present available Virtual Private Networks. As the 

interviewees have pretty much experience in the Networking field, they have shared their 

each experience they faced while dealing with information exchange in Virtual Private 

Networks. We presented them the requirements we are expecting from them in clear cut 

terms. 

The main part in this part is selecting the Questions. We almost spend lot of time in analyzing 

questions. We have prepared a list of 15 questions. The initial part of questions describes the 

details of the interviewee and later on every question will derive the answer to the problems 

and reasons for those problems. Once we completed selecting the questions it is almost easy 

to take part of getting solutions. 

We have got the interviews through phone as the interviewees belong to other country. So we 

made a note of each and every point they mentioned in the interviews. We documented them 

immediately while taking the interview part. We had a face to face interview with Stefan 

Fransson.  After collection the required data from the interviewees we followed the questions 

list and their corresponding answers along with them and try to analyze that information. We 

just removed the unwanted data from the documentation and sorted it out for better phrases 

and finally documented it. 
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4.3.1 THE FIRST INTERVIEW: 

Sierra Atlantic Software Services Limited: 

Our first interviewee is Mr. Bhanu Prakash Komerally, working as Senior Network consultant 

in Sierra Atlantic Software Services Limited which has 150 clients all over the world. He is 

working in Networking since 4 years. He is well known professional in the company as 

Network Consultant. He‘s one of the major sources for getting valuable information.  

According to Bhanu Prakash, there is a vast role of Virtual Private Networks in the 

Organizations in the present day. Even though these Virtual Private networks are not used 

directly, they are used in the background for effective information exchange. According to 

Bhanu, they use the Storage Area Networks to store the required information and in the 

background they use the Virtual Private Networks for effective information interchange.  

Bhanu thinks that implementing the Virtual Private Networks to the whole extent is a good 

idea, but he mentioned some practical issues which make the Organizations think before they 

implement it. Some of those are the Manpower. Even though they have good Hardware and 

Software, they need the manpower to install it perfectly and maintain it if there exist any 

issues of working in the future. 

According to this interview we came to know that, in the present day the Organizations in the 

developing country are not willing to adopt for virtual private networks. The reason behind 

this is due to lack of Technical awareness for implementation and manpower. According to 

the interviewee the main purpose of using Virtual Private Network is the security and long 

distance safe communication. Different types of Virtual Private Network services are used 

most, i.e. even though the total network doesn‘t depend on Virtual Private Network they 

implement Virtual Private Network in part of this network. He mentioned that the clients are 

provided with separate access to their database by providing different authentication i.e. 

Client id and password. There are also some problems which are raised during connecting 

time i.e. connectivity problems. 

The common problems during sending the information and receiving the information is Time 

delay problems which means different users to use same resource causes this time delay 

problems. The hardware configuration highly reflects the efficiency of the Virtual private 

network. If the Hardware configuration is high, then the performance will be high, if not it 

affects the efficiency of Virtual Private Network. Once the Virtual Private Network is 

implemented, it almost works really fine when compared to other networks. While coming to 

cost factors, Bhanu mentioned that, if Virtual Private Network is compared with normal 

Leased line networks the cost is really negligible. But he also mentioned that there are other 

networks which give high performance than Virtual Private Network‘s with comparatively 

low cost. He suggested that if there is enough manpower to adopt and maintain this Virtual 

Private Networks, then this will be the best source for secure information interchange. 

ADVANTAGES: 

A big advantage with Virtual Private Networks is that it reduces the cost and works well in 

secure information transmission. Bhanu also mentioned that, if once the connection is 

established it works almost fine which doesn‘t need the changes as in the fiber or other 

physically connected networks. This makes this Virtual Private Network to use more. 

DISADVANTAGES: 
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Bhanu says that there are some problems during connecting time, i.e. connection errors that 

makes the employee to keep on trying to get the access. This makes the information that the 

employee wants to send will be get delayed. The other important issue is the Manpower. In 

the present day the companies do not have enough manpower such that they need to spend 

lots of money to implement these networks. This makes the Virtual Private Network badly 

reputed. 

SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVING THE EFFICIENCY OF VIRTUAL PRIVATE 

NETWORK: 

Bhanu suggested that, most of the Organizations in the developing countries, hire the people 

who have a basic knowledge in Virtual Private Networks. But if they hire a person who have 

good knowledge in Virtual Private Networks and provide some tutorials and classes to their 

employees, it will be really beneficial to improve the manpower with low cost. 

Future: 

The future of Virtual Private Networks is, according to Bhanu that it will grow in the coming 

years. If the enough manpower is available, the companies which are not willing to adopt 

Virtual Private Networks will automatically try to choose Virtual Private Networks. 

 

4.3.2 THE SECOND INTERVIEW: 

VoiceSoft Solutions Private Limited: 

The second interview we conducted is with Younus Khan who is working in VoiceSoft 

Solutions Private Limited in India. He completed his bachelor‘s in Computer Science and 

worked for 7 years in the field of Hardware and Networking.  

According to this interview we came to know the interesting facts of efficiency problems in a 

low level company. According to Younus Khan, 80% to 85% of these level companies are 

trying to adopt Virtual Private Networks. Even though Virtual Private Network is not directly 

implemented for information interchange, they are installed and used in the background of an 

Organizational Network.  

From the interviewee‘s words we learned that the main problems came across in a Virtual 

Private Network are the Hardware problems. If the hardware used for the setup of Virtual 

Private Network is not up to the standard, then there comes the problem in Information 

interchange. These problems include Cable problem or some other hardware device problem. 

According to the interviewee, there are mainly two cables used in Virtual Private Network. 

One is of capability of 3mbps and one is for 100mbps which is highly efficient when 

compared to the first one.  

Advantages: 

The advantages mentioned by Younus Khan are, the information interchange can be done 

without any accessibility and usability problems. He mentioned that, the hardware 

construction of a Virtual Private Network is quite easy to implement while compared to a 

normal Physical connection.  
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Disadvantages:  

One of the problem, Younus Khan mentioned is the Internet speed which varies according to 

the Hardware structure of the Network. If the Network needs fast access of information, it 

needs high hardware configuration. 

Suggestions for improving the efficiency of Virtual Private Network: 

Younus Khan, suggested that, the implemented Virtual Private Network should be sent to 

International Standard Organization (ISO) or International Computer Security Association 

(ICSA) for testing, such that it is free of any such problems and works efficiently. 

 

Future: 

According to Younus Khan, in the present day itself, the implementations of Virtual Private 

Networks are increasing rapidly in the Organizations. If anyone in the future come forward 

and conduct awareness programs on Virtual Private Networks, then there will be rapid change 

in the usage of this Virtual Private Networks. 

 

4.3.3 THE THIRD INTERVIEW: 

The third and the final interview we had with Stefan Fransson who is working as Computer 

Security Officer in Södra Älvsborg Sjukhus, Boras, Sweden. He completed his five years 

university technical education in University of Stockholm. He has 12 years of experience in 

networking field. This helped us a lot to find the interesting issues apart from the first two 

interviews. 

According to Stefan Fransson, the hospital system contains the network which is physically 

connected to 17 hospitals and 125 primary hospitals. Each hospital has its own system, but 

every system is connected to a central system which is in Gothenburg through fiber wires. We 

identified lots of interesting facts from Stefan fransson that why the hospital system is not 

implemented along with the virtual Private Networks. 

According to Stefan fransson, every hospital and primary hospital uses VGR IT provides the 

network facilities. In every connection Fiber cables are used to connect these systems. He 

mentioned that they have enough man power to handle this Network.  Stefan fransson 

mentioned that there are no such issues that destroy the sending and receiving information 

while the information is exchanged in the network. 

According to Stefan Fransson, the system that is used by each hospital is being used from past 

15 years. It is the same office, same website system where 3000 computers in whole are 

connected to each other with 900 information systems. This makes us think the reliability of 

this network. According to him, in Sweden the manpower is available largely in the field of 

Technical Support rather than Consultant and System Organization. 

According to the informant, 75% of the Organizations in Sweden use Virtual Private 

Network. Immediately we got a query in our mind, ―Then, Why are you not using Virtual 

Private Networks in the Hospitals‖? He immediately replied, due to the radio waves of this 

Virtual Private Networks, the Expensive equipment in the laboratories are being damaged. To 

avoid this damage, they use Physical connection, even though they are more costly and more 

time consuming when compared to this Virtual Private Networks 
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Even though, there is strong physical network established according to the regions, there 

arises a question that, what about the person who comes from Stockholm to boras and wants 

to get checked up his health. At present they are calling the staff of Stockholm‘s hospital for 

this patient‘s details. According to National Patient Overview (NPO), by 2012 there will be a 

common network which is web-based for the whole Sweden, such that the patient can have 

his check up anywhere in the country without consulting his regions doctors or hospital staff. 

Stefan Fransson explains the structure of Network database which is represented pictorially 

below. In this, there are three melior databases connected to each other along with the LAN. 

The central database is the main database in which the information is copied to other two 

melior databases for every 5 minutes. This makes the chances of data lost negligible. Each 

melior have its own UPS systems which are centrally connected to a power generator that 

starts in 5min‘s if there is any power failure. This makes the system more powerful and 

secured for patient information.  

 

 

                         

            LAN 

 

 

 

 

  MELIOR COPY                                         MELIOR COPY

         MELIOR COPY 

                               

FIG 4-1 Structure of Patient Network database 

                                                                      

Advantages: 

According to Stefan Fransson, Physically connected network have advantages like more 

accessibility options as they can use the network by simply connecting it by a wire. They 

don‘t find any weak signal problems as it is physically connected. Due to the physically 

connected network, the equipment that is being used in the laboratories, are not affected. 

Disadvantages: 

According to Stefan Fransson, the cost of constructing a physically connected network is 

highly expensive. The consuming time for this type of connection is also high. After the 

establishment of Physical connections, there is a need to maintain this network, which 

increases the cost rapidly. 
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Suggestions: 

Stefan Fransson suggested having a physically connected network inside hospital and a 

Virtual Private Network outside the hospital to connect with different hospitals in that region. 

This may reduce the cost. 

 

Future:  

According to National Patient Overview (NPÖ), by 2012 there will be a common network 

which is web-based for the whole Sweden that uses the Virtual Private Network Technology 

for accessing the patient information securely from any part of the Sweden. 

 

 

4.4 EMPIRICAL RESEARCH RESULTS: 

We have obtained some results from the empirical study and we have related these obtained 

results with our research questions. 

Main research question; what are the problems that affect the efficiency of a virtual 

network (virtual private network?). 

Sub-questions 1: 

What are the problems that affect the efficiency of a virtual network (virtual private 

network?). 

According to our first interviewee (see 4.3.1) Manpower, Technical awareness to available 

manpower, the Connectivity problems, and Time delay problems. Other problems include 

Hardware problems (see 4.3.2); radio waves that are emitted from the Virtual Private 

Networks (see 4.3.3).   

Sub-question 2: 

Why are such problems caused? 

According to the interviewees, every problem has its own reason. Limited number of people 

who have knowledge in Virtual Private Network is the reason for low manpower. The 

connectivity problem arises due to over burden on the Network i.e., if the number of users 

working on that particular network exceeds its capacity. From the words of Younus Khan, 

Hardware problems are generally caused due to low quality hardware configuration. 

Sub- question 3: 

How can such problems be managed or solved? 

Manpower can be increased by different ways. But the best solution could be hiring a person 

who is highly skilled in Virtual Private Networks and make him train the employees. 

Connectivity problems can be solved by increasing the capacity of the network. Also if the 

organization uses a high hardware configuration, it leads to solve the Hardware problems in 

the network. 
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Sub- question 4: 

Does the system (virtual private network) achieve its purpose for implementation?   

From the interviewee‘s perspective, the main purpose of the Virtual Private Network is 

Security and safe communication (see 4.3.1). But, these parameters are also a part of 

Efficiency of VPN. So in the whole, the Virtual Private Network, internally have some 

drawbacks, but it is able to reach its main goal of implementation. 
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5 ANALYSIS AND RESULT 

 

5.1 Analysis  

5.1.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, we aim to analyze both theoretical study and empirical survey. As we didn‘t 

find results from theoretical study, we have also done empirical survey to make an efficient 

way to find qualitative results for our research questions. We started our research 

investigation from interviews in empirical study. Based on the results of theoretical study and 

empirical survey, conclusions and suggested solutions for efficient virtual private networks 

can be considered. The analysis methods will be used while performing our research analysis 

part.  

 

5.1.2 Analysis 

In this section, we mainly focus on observation of both theoretical study and empirical study 

to analyze the results of our main question along with sub questions. We analyzed by 

comparing both theoretical and empirical results. 

Sub-questions 1: 

What are the problems that affect the efficiency of a virtual network (virtual private 

network?). 

In theoretical study, we have identified problems like connectivity that include Telco 

problems, ISP problems and End user problems. Authentication problems include Mismatch 

of user id and/or password and mismatch of authentication methods on the two machines. 

Compatibility problems include blocking of TCP ports which might be used by the VPN. 

In Empirical study, according to our first interviewee (see 4.3.1) Manpower, Technical 

awareness to available manpower, the Connectivity problems, and Time delay problems are 

identified. Other problems include Hardware problems (see 4.3.2) which means the 

compatibility problems, radio waves that are emitted from the Virtual Private Networks (see 

4.3.3).   

Comparing the theoretical and Empirical parts clearly state that we have some similarities 

which includes connectivity issues, compatibility problems. We have identified other 

problems like Time delay problems and authentication problems which are not similar 

directly but they are related to each other indirectly. 

Sub-question 2: 

Why are such problems caused? 

The causes for Telco problems include Bad lines and busy switch, The causes for ISP 

problems include busy signals and bad modem/router and The causes for End-user problems 

include bad modem/router, Incompatibility between router and ISP‘s, and configuration 
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problems. Beside these communication problems, we may discover problems with port usage 

on firewalls. 

According to the interviewees, every problem has its own reason. Limited number of people 

who have knowledge in Virtual Private Network is the reason for low manpower. The 

connectivity problem arises due to over burden on the Network i.e., if the number of users 

working on that particular network exceeds its capacity. From the words of Younus Khan, 

Hardware problems are generally caused due to low quality hardware configuration. 

Comparing the Theoretical and empirical study, we have identified some similarities in the 

reasoning for the cause of these problems. Mostly the hardware issues arise during 

implementation of Virtual private network. Other than this, one of the interviewers mentioned 

the lack of manpower which is very important for the implementation and maintenance of 

virtual private network. 

Sub- question 3: 

How can such problems be managed or solved? 

In theoretical and empirical studies, hardware issues in virtual private network like, 

compatibility problems, hardware issues are found. Apart from this, Manpower is one of the 

major problems that are affecting the Virtual Private Network efficiency issues. To solve this, 

the best solution could be hiring a person who is highly skilled in Virtual Private Networks 

and make him train the employees. Connectivity problems can be solved by increasing the 

capacity of the network. Also if the organization uses a high hardware configuration, it leads 

to solve the Hardware problems in the network. 

Sub- question 4: 

Does the system (virtual private network) achieve its purpose for implementation?   

The main purpose of Virtual private networks is to have a secure information interchange 

between source and the destination. From 3.7, it clarifies that implementing IPsec; socks will 

improve the security of the information in interchange. It means that it is partially clarified in 

Theoretical study that the VPN achieve its purpose of implementation.  

From the interviewee‘s perspective, the main purpose of the Virtual Private Network is 

Security and safe communication (see 4.3.1). But, these parameters are also a part of 

Efficiency of VPN. So in the whole, the Virtual Private Network, internally have some 

drawbacks, but it is able to reach its main goal of implementation. 

To manage the inefficiency issues in virtual private network, we found results from 

theoretical study and empirical survey. In our research we came to know the importance of 

efficiency in virtual private network in information exchange. 

In theoretical study, we mentioned several advantages of virtual private networks. To reap 

Virtual Private Network advantages, different obstacles should be overcome by well 

maintenance techniques. For example, Voice soft solutions Private ltd is one of the small 

organizations which has Australian client to exchange information virtually. Due to the cost 

efficiency problems, organizations are unable to maintain required internet speed, if an 

operational coordinator wants to send customer information regarding product issues to client. 

The operation coordinator should login with his user id and password into the organization 
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website which is provided by network administrator. Due to the absence of well network 

maintenance, there are some time delay problems in information exchange. There are also 

several partners to the Australian company like Voice soft solutions Private ltd. When one 

organization tries to exchange information from their server to client server, it may not be 

secured due to the other organizations participation within the same network. These are some 

of the common problems which occur in Voicesoft Solutions Private ltd, India. To overcome 

such kind of security problems, virtual private network is the best network. Usually, 

production organizations have clients from different countries. Sierra Atlantic software 

service is one of the data production organizations in India. The organization deals to 

exchange different secured information with different clients at the same time; overload is one 

of the major obstacles. Virtual private network is best solution to implement for long distance 

information exchange securely. 

One of the difficulties with virtual private network is that efficiency differs from one place to 

another depends on their own setup on virtual private network technology. In some of the 

developing countries such as India, most organizations are not satisfied in security key 

Considerations of the information exchange with other network support. Organizations are 

willing to implement virtual private network to make safer on information interchange but 

most of the multinational companies do not dare to depend on only virtual network 

technology due to several reasons. Usually, organizations use virtual technology within the 

small areas such as virtual LAN (VLAN), computer to computer in the same office for 

information interchange between the employees. Due to the lack of manpower and virtual 

network technology awareness, most of organizations are not able to dependent on only 

virtual network establishment. This is one of the risk factors where organizations are facing 

right now with the virtual network implementation in developing countries. To overcome this 

kind of problem, online courses, lectures and organization trainings are necessary to get 

awareness and manpower development on virtual network technology for successful virtual 

private network implementation in organizations. In countries like Canada, Sweden, 

Germany, organizations show interest to implement virtual private network within their 

organization due to the fact that Virtual private network requirements are sufficient to meet. 

But there are also some Organizations which are not willing to implement Virtual Private 

Networks for several reasons. For example, some of the hospitals in Sweden are not willing to 

adopt Virtual Private Networks as the frequency of waves of this Virtual Private Networks 

effects the medical equipment of the hospital. 

To be able to present the qualitative results, our analysis also focus on what are the reasons 

behind virtual network inefficiency in order to consider the key Considerations for efficient 

virtual networks. We mainly consider the problems from empirical study and analyze for 

quality results with the help of some analytical methodologies like empirical results and 

theoretical study results. From our empirical survey results, we came to know that virtual 

network efficiency differs from one organization to another organization due to various 

reasons. The reasons such as cost effectiveness on leased lines in virtual networks, manpower 

and maintenance problems while virtual private network runs. The main purpose of the virtual 

private network is to make secured environment within the organization. When the 

requirements are not up to the standard in virtual private networks, the efficiency of virtual 

network will be affected in different cases mainly on information interchange. There are 

different problems with virtual networks in some organizations; they are time delay in 

information exchange, server overload, operating system problems, low hardware 

configuration and internet speed are common problems which affect the efficiency of 

information interchange in virtual networks. The argumentation of considered key 
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Considerations in virtual network efficiency will be discussed in detail at the discussion part 

and result area.  

According to our theoretical study and empirical survey, we found many problems regarding 

virtual private network efficiency. After the comparison of theoretical study and empirical 

survey results, we have some suggested solutions to our research questions in sub-chapter 5.2.  

 

5.2 RESULTS 

In this part we have presented our obtained results. Here we have presented clear description 

of result of our question followed by description to the sub-questions. 

Key Considerations that should be considered to create an efficient virtual Private network: 

There are several key Considerations that are to be considered in various stages of 

information interchange in Virtual Private Networks.  

We were able to answer the sub-questions ―What, Why and How?‖ We have analyzed these 

problems depending on the information we obtained from the interviews.  Our research went 

mostly on Virtual Private Networks in developing countries. 

 

5.2.1 What are the problems that affect the efficiency of a virtual network (virtual 

private network? 

Taking from the establishment of Virtual Private Networks, the main problems identified are 

at different areas which are as follows, 

 Hardware:  

Different problems are identified on both of the Hardware equipment that is built on either 

side of the systems. These problems include Hardware failures and Weak Signal. 

 Information Interchange issues: 

We identified various problems during information interchange in Virtual Private Network. 

These problems include, Connectivity errors, Authentication problems, Overload issues, Time 

delay problems, Cost, User friendly issues, compatibility problems. 

 

5.2.2   Why are such problems caused? 

In general, the Hardware problems are occurred due to lack of knowledge in which Hardware 

components best suits for Virtual Private Network configuration. It is important to consider 

the minimum requirements that are to be fulfilled. Hardware failure and incompatible 

hardware errors occur due to improper selection of Hardware Components. Due to these 

hardware problems it leads to system failure and system hangover. Virtual Private Network 

products and solutions that were released in the market by different vendors have not always 

been compatible due to issues with Virtual Private Network technology standards. Attempting 
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to mix and match equipment‘s may cause technical problems, and using equipment from one 

provider may not give as great a cost savings as possible. 

Virtual Private Network requires detailed understanding of network security issues and 

careful installation and configuration to ensure sufficient protection on a public network like 

internet. If the Network administrator in not sure of what to do, then it leads to the whole 

system crash, which leads to information lost. Even though Virtual private Networks are cost 

effective when compared to normal leased line network, they can be costly if there is no 

efficient man power to operate on Virtual Private Network. The user who is working on this 

should have minimum knowledge of Virtual private Networks for effective use. Due to lack 

of this knowledge, there is no frequent direct implementation of Virtual Private networks in 

the Organizations. They are just used as a part of the Organization, but not as a whole 

Network. Many employees complain that they find difficulties during logging time. This is 

due to over load or burden on the network. This causes late response of system to the user 

requests. The communication sometimes may cause time delay issues in Virtual Private 

Network. This is due to more traffic in the network which makes the users wait for a long 

time. It leads to deadlock, which means that both the users trying to access the same resource 

at the same time. This is generally defined during Operating system issues. But it is also 

applicable in Virtual Private Networks (VPN). 

 

5.2.3 HOW CAN SUCH PROBLEMS BE MANAGED OR SOLVED? 

We have presented some of the suggestions for the problems we identified during our 

research. We first analyzed the problem in different ways and had a brain storming on that for 

a long time before suggesting a solution for the problems we had. 

The main important problem we came to know in Virtual Private Network is the lack of 

knowledge in Virtual Private Networks and their usage. Even in the present day many of the 

people are not aware of Ad hoc network which can be created to make a normal computer 

internet as Wi-Fi. So for this reason it is very important to make awareness in the people 

regarding Virtual private networks and their usage. Even though if there is an efficient virtual 

network, it is not worthy if the user doesn‘t have knowledge on how to use. So, this problem 

can be solved by introducing simple tutorials by the Organizations to the Users regarding 

usage of Virtual Private Networks. This makes the user understanding the concepts that are 

important for using Virtual Private Networks. 

Virtual Private Networks in Developing countries are not used up to the mark due to lack of 

Manpower. If the companies want to recruit a professional who have good skills in Virtual 

Private Networking, needs to pay high compensation. Due to this, Organizations think to 

adopt another Network which doesn‘t totally depend on Virtual Private Network, but uses 

Virtual Private Network in background. To solve this manpower issue, we identified a 

solution. There is a need to recruit a professional who has high skills in Virtual Private 

Networking. If the organizations recruit a professional, instead of using only his skills, they 

can use him for sharing his knowledge by conducting training classes to the networking staff 

in the particular Organization. Due to this, the manpower increases and also the usage of 

Virtual Private Networks will also be increased. 

Hardware issues are the initial requirement for any networking device. Even though Virtual 

Private Networks doesn‘t need physical connections from the source to destination, there is a 
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need to establish some hardware equipment near each user. In general, the hardware failures 

occur due to lack of quality hardware components. According to one of our informants‘ 

information, ―If once the connection establishment is successful in Virtual Private Network, it 

almost leads to negligible problems in implementation.‖ So, we suggest identifying and 

analyzing the requirements that a particular Organization needs for implementing Virtual 

Private Network, and according to the requirement, it is better to use High quality 

components. Compatibility is also important while choosing the Hardware components. For 

this reason, it is important to make sure that the installed systems are compatible with the 

hardware configuration. 

The problems like Connectivity errors and Time delay, occurs due to unreliable internet 

connection. For an efficient Virtual Network, it is important to have high performance internet 

connection for at least 100mbps which depends from one organization to other, depending on 

the requirement.  

Other common problems are the Authentication errors and Overload problems. If the user or 

the employee in the Organization tries to access the resources, then he needs to prove himself 

as an authenticated employee by providing his username and password. Because of overload 

of network, they face an error that ―you are unable to connect, please try again later‖. In this 

case also, the high speed internet connection helps to solve this problem. 

The last and the important issue in information interchange in virtual private networks is the 

User accessibility. It is really important to make sure that the Network is easily accessible to 

the user who is working on it. To make it clear, the Organizations must use simple display 

templates and clear instructions on how to use it. This makes the user more comfortable and 

increases his willingness to use Virtual Private Networks.  

The above mentioned suggestions are the key Considerations that improve the efficiency of 

information interchange in virtual private networks. 

 

5.2.4 Does the system (virtual private network) achieve its purpose for 

implementation?   

Every Network has its own advantages and drawbacks. Virtual Private Networks, when 

compared to other wired Networks, plays a vital role in solving the problems that encountered 

while dealing with wired networks. In our Empirical Part (see 4.3.3), we have mentioned why 

Organizations are not willing to implement Virtual Private Networks. It‘s a problem that is 

not related to its efficiency; instead they have the problem with the signals that damage the 

equipment in the Hospital. According to our analysis, the main purpose for implementing a 

Virtual Private Network is the Cost. So, from our theoretical and empirical study, we 

identified that Virtual private Network achieve its purpose of implementation to a maximum 

extent. 
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s.no

. 

What are the problems that 

affect the efficiency of a 

virtual network (virtual 

private network) 

Why are such problems caused How can such problems 

be managed or solved 

1 Manpower  Lack of skills in implementing 

and maintaining VPN‘s. 

 Recruiting people who 

are highly skilled 

 Make him to train the 

employees in the 

Organization 

2 Connectivity Problems  If the Network usage exceeds 

the capacity. 

 Increase the capacity of 

the network 

 Update the configuration 

depending on the number 

of user‘s 

3 Time-Delay Problems 

 

 Busy traffic exceeding the 

capacity of the network. 

 Prioritize the information 

 Send information 

according to its priority 

 By updating the 

configuration 

4 Hardware Problems  Low hardware Configuration 

 Compatibility 

 

 Hardware selection 

depending on the 

requirement rather than 

cost. 

5 Radio waves that effect the 

expensive equipment in 

Hospitals 

 Implementation of VPN is 

Wireless (through air). 

 Using VPN in 

background 

implementation. 

 Using signal preventer 

equipment‘s in the areas 

where sensitive 

equipment is stored. 

 

Table 6 – Research questions and solutions 
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6 DISCUSSIONS 

 

6.1 Conclusions 

Having considered the said topic, we further elaborate our on our key considerations as we 

bring our thesis into a conclusion. These key considerations are said to be indispensable 

things that cannot be underestimated or ignored. They can be classified as the structure or the 

foundation of the virtual private network. To find out these key considerations, we considered 

both our theoretical study and the empirical study by examining the problems that are 

encountered by the existing vpn users and experts. 

Below we enumerate the considerations that should be taken care in order to create an 

efficient virtual private network. 

1) The hardware infrastructures and their configuration. This is a very important key 

consideration to take care of. Although the virtual private network does not consist of a 

physical network but at the endpoints, the exchanged information is displaced on physical 

hardware components (i.e. the computer and its peripherals, routers etc.). In addition to this, 

the configuration of these components is very important to ensure efficiency in the Virtual 

Private Network. 

In the Hardware Configuration, It is necessary to consider the hardware components that are 

installed on both sides of the systems, i.e. on both the senders and the receivers system. 

2).The software infrastructures and their configuration. This is another key consideration to 

consider in creating an efficient vpn. Just as a computer cannot perform any operations 

without the necessary operating system and other software so as the vpn cannot function 

without the necessary software infrastructures. Software to ensure  

 Security 

 Prevent the necessary infrastructure in the vpn from unwanted attacks and 

 Monitoring the remote machine or endpoint computers is essential.  

In addition, the proper configuration of the software infrastructure is necessary in order to 

ensure maximum efficiency in the vpn, hence, it is classified as a key consideration. 

The software is related to the interface between the User and the System which also interacts 

with the Hardware installed on the system. So it is very necessary to choose the software 

which is compatible with the Hardware. 

3).The Capacity of the VPN is another key consideration. Before the creation of a vpn the size 

and the capacity of the end user organization or institution must be taken care off during the 

feasibility study of the development life cycle. This is because depending upon the size of the 

end user organization the vpn can be configured to suit the preference of the client.
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4). The Cost of implementation and maintenances of the vpn. The cost is an important issue to 

be considered. Probably this is not commonly found in the advanced countries but in the less 

developed or poor countries, it is possible. The cost for both hardware and software 

infrastructure is need to be considered. An organization, institution or private businesses that 

will invest in its hardware and software infrastructures and vpn configuration will definitely 

achieve maximum efficiency in its operations than the one that will go for shoddy or cheaper 

one.  

5).The competent staff (human resource) that will use the vpn is another key consideration. 

This is because after spending a lot of money to install the vpn, if there are no competent staff 

to use it to achieve the desired purpose for implementation, it then becomes useless to install 

it. Therefore, training or investing in the training of competent staff to handle the vpn is 

indispensable. 

6).Another key consideration is the reliability and affordability of the vpn. The client or the 

users of the vpn must be able to rely on it. It should be affordable as well. 

7).Briefly, we take security as a major key consideration in order to create an efficient vpn. 

The vpn must be configured such that it ensures maximum security to its users. 

8).The user satisfaction is also a necessary key consideration. The service provider must 

ensure the he targets user satisfaction.     

What Key Considerations that should be considered to create an efficient virtual Private 
network? 

Problems with Information interchange in virtual networks could be managed in different 

ways, depending on the Organizational structure and its requirements. We have categorized 

the problems and solutions accordingly which could be used for managing problems in 

Information Interchange in Virtual Private Networks. Below we have presented different self-

check lists, which can be useful for people working with Virtual Private Network 

implementation and maintenance. 

The efficiency of information interchange in virtual networks depends largely on different 

factors. 

To make a conclusion, we then reflect on our mains and sub research questions and the 

problem statement.  

To create and to implement a virtual network requires some things to be done.  

Different key Considerations need to be considered in order to create an efficient virtual 

network or virtual private network which is an entity within the virtual network technology. 

There is the need to consider the IT infrastructure of the network to be among the top 

priorities of the network.  

The key Considerations to be considered to create an efficient virtual network 

1.   The hardware infrastructure  

2.  The software infrastructure. 
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3.  The cost for implementation and maintenances  

4.  The competent staff (human resource) that will actually use the network. 

5.  The reliability and the affordability of the system need to be considered. 

6. The security of the network is one prominent issue to be considered. 

 

After all these, it is necessary to check if the implemented network achieves its purpose for 

implementation.  

We have gathered information for the above mentioned checklist from theory and from our 

empirical study. We consider that we have fulfilled the purpose of our thesis. We gave 

priority for problems with Information interchange in Virtual Private Network. We have also 

fulfilled the purpose to find the best solutions that will make an inefficient Virtual Private 

Network to be efficient. 

We have created a deeper understanding for our problems and suggested solutions from 

theoretical and empirical study. Our suggestions can be used as guidelines and manage 

problems with information interchange in virtual private networks. 

 

6.2 IMPLICATIONS FOR INFORMATICS 

Informatics is sometimes used interchangeably with computer science. The subject 

informatics is about how the information systems are developed and used to enhance 

efficiency in business processes. The findings are discussed in relation to the theoretical 

sources used. The theories used in our thesis are the Deloan & McLean IS success model and 

process virtualization theory. The Deloan &McLean IS model is viewed from six different 

perspectives which include system quality, information quality, service quality, use , user 

satisfaction and the net benefits. This brings into discussion the question of adaptability, 

availability, reliability, response time, security, responsiveness, cost effectiveness. The 

process virtualization, however, epitomizes the quality of the outcome of a virtual process. 

The theoretical sources enabled us to identify some efficiency problems. With respect to 

Information interchange in VPN, the findings in our thesis are in collation with the IS theories 

that the authors used. These finding in a nutshell are to point out some key things that when 

they are taken into considerations by both vpn service providers and their clients, will bring 

the overall benefits as outlined in the IS theories used.   

Most of the organizations in developing country have noticed the advantages of using virtual 

private networks for information exchange securely such as personal document, software 

sharing within the organization, information authentication permissions and its experience. 

The advantages of the virtual private network can be spoiled when there are no efficient 

services to the organization. To make more comfortable environment, organizations can trust, 

to depend on virtual private networks for their information exchange services. 

Informatics refers to the development of information systems. In our research criteria, our 

research results can be more useful to focus on information systems development within the 

field of organizational networks. Our suggested results can be useful for people who want to 
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use virtual networks in their organization based on their role in IT field. Our solutions can 

help people who use virtual private networks in their organization how to manage the 

efficiency problems during information interchanges. 

These key considerations will enable systems analysts of vpn service providers to consider re-

engineering the processes with respect to interchange of information in vpn.   

 

6.3 METHOD EVALUATION 

              Before we started our research work, we had some general ideas regarding virtual networks 

impacts in different areas. After we decided our research design, we started our literature 

study to get general awareness on selected the thesis topic and that also became the basic 

foundation to our empirical survey. With the knowledge that we got from theoretical study, 

we started interviews with our informants from different organizations in various countries. 

With the gathered theoretical information and empirical information, we started our analysis. 

In our research, analysis is the major support of both theoretical and empirical study. Finally 

we found different organizations where information exchanges with the support of virtual 

network in different ways. 

We have followed our empirical research based on our research criteria which we decided. 

We planned to interview the people who are not comfortable with virtual network for 

information interchange within their organizations and also planned to interview with the 

people who have rejected to completely depend on Virtual private network in their 

organizations. We also did some questionnaires with some students who have experience with 

information exchange through virtual network.  It was good that we could able to take 2 

telephonic interviews from India. If we have had virtual network researches group in the 

University of Boras, and have had an interview with them, that would have been a great 

opportunity to have extra information in our research. 

We are fully satisfied with the way of research methods and analysis. In fact we struggled to 

get good knowledge on our subject area and the way of presentation also gave us great 

opportunity to defend our research. We have felt that interviews were the best option to gather 

relevant information. We analyze the interviews in different approaches to bring broad 

thoughts on how to maintain an efficient virtual private network while information 

interchanges. From the qualitative method, we were able to ask rapid questions to our 

informants, which was great benefit for our research. Because we were not fixed on some 

particular questions at the interview time, as per our knowledge on subject we also raised 

some more questions at the same time, which was major advantage to our research progress. 

By choosing this qualitative method, we are satisfied with the better results. We have 

mentioned our results in general which are more useful in the efficiency point of view to the 

organizations. Although we have not sent our results for testing on any virtual private network 

organization, we are generally pleased with our work.   

 

6.4 RESULT EVALUATION 

In this part we have presented a critical discussion of our thesis and also we have presented 

the result of assessing the quality. 
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It is really very important that the quality of the information that we have developed is good. 

This means that the knowledge should be trustful and that it creates value for the chosen 

target group. We have tried to secure this through using the evaluation criteria from the 

University College of Boras and the author Bryman‘s criteria. The criteria from the university 

college of Boras are for students that write essays at the school of business and informatics. 

(IDA-informatik; Bryman, 2002) 

Reliability means that the connection between theoretical conclusions and observations 

should be good. The result of the study should be transferable to other areas of research and 

science. The study should be reliable, i.e. it should have been concluded with a scientific 

approach. The researcher should be objective and not consciously be affected by personal 

values or theoretical alignments that will affect the result or the execution of the study. The 

study should give an adequate true description of the different views and conceptions that 

arises from the empirical case study that was performed. Bryman (2002).There should be 

consistency in the empirical results from different sources. These steps are identified in 2.5. 

It is important that our problem has a good argumentation for why it is essential to study this 

subject. The new knowledge that has been produced should be a foundation for further 

research. Our results are to a great extent a good base and could open up for further research 

in this area. The different parts that are presented should have a connected argumentation. We 

have had our problem statement as a base, when writing our method, and we carried out our 

theory, empirical study and results through our method. All these parts are related and 

connected to each other. The concepts that are used in our thesis are explained and defined. 

We have in chapter 2 described what function and theory an empirical research has. We 

studied Information interchange in Virtual Private Networks, and identified some problems 

that affect its efficiency. We have been as objective and critical as possible when interpreting 

the information we have used in our thesis. 

 

6.5 POSSIBILITIES TO GENERALIZE 

In our research, we have gone through many choices to gather proper information which 

exactly required for our investigation. We have selected our research literature source from 

different text books such as ―Implementing of Virtual Private Network‖ by Steven Brown, 

―Virtual Private Networks for dummies‖ by Mark Merkow, previous thesis books from the 

University of Borås as our references and journals and articles by Ann Lind on Collaboration 

of information interchange in Virtual Networks and several articles regarding organizational 

networks.  

By the theoretical knowledge, we are confident with regards to the surety and credibility of 

the sources of the information gathered to proceed for our further chapters. In empirical 

survey, we raised several questions to the informants. We selected two different types of 

organizations from India; they are Sierra Atlantic Software Service and Voicesoft Solutions 

Private ltd. Sierra Atlantic is one of the best Multinational organization which has experience 

in information exchange for long distances but which is not able fully dependent on virtual 

network. After we have got an interview from the Senior Network Consultant of Sierra 

Atlantic Software Service, we came to know that the organization rejected to fully dependent 

on virtual private network for their company due the man power and several maintenance 

issues. When it comes to Voicesoft Solutions, according to their company Network 

Administrator, this organization also has clients from different places such as Australia and 
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some local areas. To manage their information exchange, they used basic VLAN but the 

organization unable to implement fully virtual private network for their information exchange 

due to the cost efficiency and awareness problems. The empirical survey was the best option 

to get qualitative results for our research questions. 

We gave more importance to our qualitative approach which makes us to create efficient 

results for our research questions. As the Network consultants stated their problems with 

Virtual networks efficiency during information interchange, we analyzed the problems and 

also had discussion with the informants regarding our suggested solutions to valid our 

research results. 

Virtual networks are a wider concept than the previous web mediated communications and 

they used all over the world in various forms. Web mediated communication also have great 

growth for information interchange among long distances with the help of internet. But there 

were lot of security issues considered for not to implement for organizational benefits. When 

it comes to information interchange between private organizations, some private network is 

necessary with all satisfactory benefits. We have got lot of experience with interviewees from 

different types of organizations which have experience with information interchange virtually; 

this made a good contribution to our results. 

 

 6.6 IDEAS FOR CONTINUED RESEARCH 

In our research, there are different key Considerations which we found interesting but we 

cannot consider the key Considerations which are outside of our research questions. For 

example, we found some technical issues which are basic requirement for virtual private 

network hardware technology and creation of virtual networks to check the information 

exchanges efficiency. Information interchange in virtual networks is not only the aspect which 

impacts on the efficiency of the whole network. There are number of reasons behind the lack 

of efficiency in virtual networks. We seem to be interested on these key Considerations but 

these aspects cannot fit to our current research work. The algorithms in information 

interchange in vpn can also be taken into consideration for a further research. 

6.7 SPECULATIONS FOR THE FUTURE 

There are lots of interesting questions raised while doing our research with virtual private 

networks. Here we mentioned some of interesting suggestions for further research. 

Nowadays, it is very common to find efficient virtual networks adoption in developed 

countries, but due to the several reasons, developing countries are unable to access the 

efficient virtual networks. According to computer science students, Virtual technology still 

feels something new technology which is only available in text books but not available as 

realistic implementation in organization; therefore further research is necessary to create the 

methods for awareness all over the world regarding the efficient virtual networking. 

The research results also can test in the organization to take perfect decision regarding their 

type of organizational network. In our research, we clearly mentioned the usability and 

reliability of virtual private networks in general. The research results also can be useful to 

proceed for further investigation. 
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To be able to answer our research questions, we have mainly focused on the problems which 

were faced by the network consultants within their organizations. We carried our research 

with in general point of view but we did not tackle technical issues in virtual networks. 

Further research on efficient technical key Considerations of virtual networks also can be 

necessary. 

Another suggestion could be how to adopt for virtual technology for information 

interchanges with different efficient ways also can be needed for further investigation. 

Since we have not fully studied the virtual networks benefits for business needs, for example, 

efficient ways to improve the virtual networks efficiency for commercial companies and the 

impact of virtual environment on the different organizations can also be taken into 

consideration for further research.  
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We are three students in a group who have worked for this thesis.  Every author has his own 
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 Appendices 

In this part we will focus on some appendices which make more interest for the reader. 

Appendix 1 – Interview questions Sierra Atlantic Software 
Services 

Background questions 

 What background do you come from; education qualification, work experience etc.? 

 Describe your position in the company? 

 What are your job assignments? 

General questions about Virtual Private Networks 

 Do you think people have knowledge of Virtual private networks in your country? 

 Are people willing for Virtual Private Network Implementation in their 

Organizations? 

 Are Educational institutes willing to adopt Virtual private networks in their systems? 

 Is there sufficient man-power for implementing VPN? 

 For what purposes people using VPN? 

 Which types of VPN services are used most frequently? 

 What usability and accessibility problems do users of VPN face? 

 What are the common VPN problems? 

Questions about Virtual Private Networks 

 What are the common problems you faced while sending the information? 

 What are the problems you faced while receiving the information? 

 What are the frequent failure problems while information interchanges? 

 Did you ever face any time-delay problems while sending or receiving the 

information? If so, what might be the cause for that delay? 

 Did you ever feel the cost is high and efficiency is low while dealing with a 

virtual network? If so, what might be the cause? 

 What are the other efficiency problems while dealing with Virtual networks? 
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 Appendix 2 – Interview questions VoiceSoft Solutions Private 
Limited 

Background questions 

 What background do you come from; education qualification, work experience etc? 

 Describe your position in the company? 

 What are your job assignments? 

General questions about Virtual Private Networks 

 Do you think people have knowledge of Virtual private networks in your country? 

 Are people willing for Virtual Private Network Implementation in their 

Organizations? 

 Are Educational institutes willing to adopt Virtual private networks in their systems? 

 Is there sufficient man-power for implementing VPN? 

 For what purposes people using VPN? 

 Which types of VPN services are used most frequently? 

 What usability and accessibility problems do users of VPN face? 

 What are the common VPN problems? 

 

Questions about Virtual Private Networks 

 What are the common hardware problems you faced while sending the information? 

 What are the hardware problems you faced while receiving the information? 

 What are the frequent hardware failures while information interchanges? 

 Did you ever find any time-delay problems due to Hardware configuration? If so, what 

might be the cause for that delay? 

 Did you ever feel the cost is high and efficiency is low while dealing with a virtual 

network? If so, what might be the cause? 

 What are the other hardware problems while dealing with Virtual networks? 
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 Appendix 3 – Interview questions Södra Älvsborg Sjukhus 

Background questions 

 What background do you come from; education qualification, work experience etc? 

 Describe your position in the Hospital? 

 What are your job assignments? 

General questions about Virtual Private Networks 

 Do you think people have knowledge of Virtual private networks in your country? 

 Are people willing for Virtual Private Network Implementation in their 

Organizations? 

 Are Educational institutes willing to adopt Virtual private networks in their systems? 

 Is there sufficient man-power for implementing VPN?  

 Why the government is not willing to adopt VPN in hospitals?  

 Do you have any usability and accessibility problems in your network? If so what are 

they and how you solve them? 

 If you have previously used VPN, what problems you have faced with VPN? 

Questions about Virtual Private Networks 

 What are the problems you faced while sending the information in your network? 

 What are the problems you faced while receiving the information in your network? 

 What are the frequent failures while information interchanges? 

 Did you ever find any time-delay problems in your network? If so, what might be the 

cause for that delay? 

 Did you ever feel the cost is high and efficiency is low while dealing with the network 

in your organization? If so, what might be the cause? 

 What are the other problems while dealing with physical network? 

 Is there any special license you need to request from government before implementing 

your own network? 

 In terms of cost, which Network is better? Is it physically connected or a VPN? 

 In terms of Performance, which network do you prefer? 
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University of Borås is a modern university in the city center. We give courses in business administration 

and informatics, library and information science, fashion and textiles, behavioral sciences and teacher 

education, engineering and health sciences. 

In the School of Business and Informatics (IDA), we have focused on the students' future needs. 

Therefore we have created programs in which employability is a key word. Subject integration and 

contextualization are other important concepts. The department has a closeness, both between students 

and teachers as well as between industry and education. 

Our courses in business administration give students the opportunity to learn more about different 

businesses and governments and how governance and organization of these activities take place. They 

may also learn about society development and organizations' adaptation to the outside world. They have 

the opportunity to improve their ability to analyze, develop and control activities, whether they want to 

engage in auditing, management or marketing.  

Among our IT courses, there's always something for those who want to design the future of IT-based 

communications, analyze the needs and demands on organizations' information to design their content 

structures, integrating IT and business development, developing their ability to analyze and design 

business processes or focus on programming and development of good use of IT in enterprises and 

organizations. 

The research in the school is well recognized and oriented towards professionalism as well as design and 

development. The overall research profile is Business-IT-Services which combine knowledge and skills in 

informatics as well as in business administration. The research is profession-oriented, which is reflected in 

the research, in many cases conducted on action research-based grounds, with businesses and government 

organizations at local, national and international arenas. The research design and professional orientation 

is manifested also in InnovationLab, which is the department's and university's unit for research-

supporting system development. 
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